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Financial Statistics

Unit

2020

2019

% Change

(Million TWD)

106,327

146,372

-27.36%

Passenger Revenue

(Million TWD)

20,508

96,177

-78.68%

Cargo Revenue

(Million TWD)

81,693

43,406

88.21%

Other Revenue

(Million TWD)

4,126

6,789

-39.23%

Operating Expenses

(Million TWD)

101,442

146,292

-30.66%

Operating Income

(Million TWD)

4,885

80

6006.25%

Net Income

(Million TWD)

140

-1,200

-

Operating Margin

(%)

4.59

0.05

4.54ppt

Net Margin

(%)

0.13

-0.82

0.95ppt
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Financial Highlights

Financial and
Operational
Analysis

Operating Revenue

Balance Sheet
Total Assets

(Million TWD)

260,910

268,877

-2.96%

Total Liabilities

(Million TWD)

203,350

212,323

-4.23%

Equity

(Million TWD)

57,559

56,554

1.78%

Total Liabilities/ Total
Assets

(%)

77.94

78.97

-1.03ppt

Return on Assets (ROA)

(%)

0.89

0.51

0.38ppt

Return on Equity (ROE)

(%)

0.25

-2.11

2.36ppt

Book Value per Share

(TWD)

10.62

10.44

1.75%
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Operating Statistics

Unit

2020

2019

Passengers Carried

(1,000)

2,390

15,628

-84.71%

Passenger Capacity

(Million ASK)

14,546

52,671

-72.38%

Passenger Traffic

(Million RPK)

8,038

42,533

-81.10%

(%)

55.26

80.75

-25.49ppt

(TWD/RPK)

2.55

2.26

12.83%

912,902

791,973

15.27%

2020 ANNUAL REPORT

Passenger Load Factor
Passenger Yield

% Change

Cargo Carried

(1,000 kg)

Cargo Capacity

(Million FATK)

8,828

8,006

10.27%

Cargo Traffic

(Million FRTK)

6,365

5,363

18.68%

(%)

72.10

66.99

5.11ppt

Cargo Yield

(TWD/FRTK)

12.83

8.09

58.59%

Overall Capacity

(Million ATK)

10,137

12,746

-20.47%

Overall Traffic

(Million RTK)

7,089

9,191

-22.87%

Overall Yield

(TWD/RTK)

15.00

15.93

-5.84%

Overall Unit Cost

(TWD/ATK)

10.01

11.48

-12.80%

(%)

66.71

72.07

-5.36ppt

Cargo Load Factor

Break Even Load Factor
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Employee Productivity

Unit

2020

2019

% Change

Revenue per Employee

(1,000TWD/Person)

9,225

12,031

-23.32%

Capacity per Employee

(ATK/Person)

879,568

1,047,679

-16.05%

Traffic per Employee

(RTK/Person)

615,046

755,462

-18.59%

Notes
RPK

Revenue Passenger
Kilometers

Number of revenue passengers carried multiplied by distance flown

ASK

Available Seat Kilometers

Number of seats available for sale multiplied by distance flown

Passenger Load Factor

Revenue Passenger Kilometers divided by Available Seat Kilometers

FRTK

Freight Revenue Tonne
Kilometers

Number of revenue tonnes of freight carrier multiplied by distance flown

FATK

Freight Available Tonne
Kilometers

Number of tonnes of capacity available to carry freight multiplied by distance flown

Cargo Load Factor

Freight Revenue Tonne Kilometers divided by Freight Available Tonne Kilometers

RTK

Revenue Tonne Kilometers

Revenue load (passengers and freight) in tonnes multiplied by distance flown

ATK

Available Tonne Kilometers

Number of tonnes of capacity available to carry revenue load (passengers and freight)
multiplied by distance flown
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A Message from the Chairman

Respond to Change Flexibly to
Surmount Challenges

The year 2020 was extraordinarily difficult for the whole world, and
for China Airlines as well. In response to the novel coronavirus
pandemic, travel restrictions were implemented in nearly every
country, hugely impacting travel demand. Many of our industry
partners found it impossible to survive the winter of the pandemic,
and one by one, they have withdrawn from the market or are face
restructuring. In response to these unprecedented and severe
challenges, China Airlines, deploying our fleet of 18 cargo planes,
flexibly took the market’s pulse. Through the joint efforts of all
China Airlines employees, we bucked the trend; cargo gave us sure
footing, and with it, we won the world’s attention.
However, the long and unpredictable pandemic means we
cannot relax. In terms of pandemic prevention, the company has
cooperated with health authorities to implement a variety of health
management processes. We provide passengers with a safe and
secure travel experience, safe enough to gain others’ confidence
when they too resume flying in the future.
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At the same time, in order to maintain normal operations, several measures to increase revenue
and reduce costs have been implemented to ensure a stable financial situation.
We controlled internal costs, shortened schedules and break times, sought government
assistance, retired aging aircraft early, reduced scheduled flights and adjusted our routes to
reduce losses.
On the other hand, in hauling freight we made flexible use of cargo space. We converted
passenger planes to carry cargo, supplementing our cargo fleet. We strove for high-value cargo
contracting opportunities, we customized charter flights to increase revenue, and we actively
developed cash flow.
Looking to 2021, cargo remains the main operating dynamo for China Airlines. As we face an
environment of economic recovery, with business opportunities in information communications
equipment and vaccine delivery, China Airlines will continue to seek gains in the freight market
using our fleet of 18 model 747-400F and 3 new generation 777F cargo planes. We can boast
Taiwan’s first CEIV international certification (the International Air Transport Association’s
certificate for Pharmaceutical Cold Chain Transportation). Using Taiwan as a hub, we will seize
business opportunities.

based on how they recover from the pandemic. During the pandemic, China Airlines has continued to
strengthen staff training, refine its operating procedures, and is committed to digital transformation,
such that we are prepared to resume flights at any time.
During the pandemic, China Airlines has continued to implement our six-pronged strategy:
safety, governance, fleet and flight network, products and services, corporate partnerships,
and brand perception. We continued to promote sustainability in all areas of the economy,
environment, and society. Since the pandemic began in early 2020, China Airlines has become
the “National Team in the Sky,” performing multiple international humanitarian assistance
operations to assist in the transportation of pandemic-curbing medical supplies to countries
suffering severely. Several other times, seeing our countrymen facing danger when stranded
abroad, we flew special charter flights to transport them home, giving strong backing to our
fellow citizens amid the pandemic. In the future, China Airlines will continue to uphold our
mission as a ferryman, and when needed we will create sustainable value with the public.
At a time when the aviation industry is in the shadow of the pandemic, China Airlines will move
deliberately, step-by-step. All our employees, with a prudent attitude and flexible strategy, will
adjust our scheduling and integrate various resources within the group to prepare for a rapidly
changing market. We gladly greet the operating opportunity afforded by a full recovery.

When it comes to passenger travel, China Airlines makes the health and safety of our passengers
our paramount concern. We will continue to evaluate and resume flights to our varied destinations

Chairman of China Airlines
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Members of the Board

Chairman

Director

Director

Director

Director

Director

Hsieh Su-Chien

Charles C.Y., Chen

Ting, Kwang-Hung

Chen, Han-Ming

Ko, Sun-Ta

Wei, Yung-Yeh

Chairman and President,
China Airlines Ltd.

Chairman, Eyon Holding
Group

Group Chairman, Phu My
Hung Holdings Group

Chairman, Tigerair Taiwan
Co., Ltd.

Chairman, K Hotels Group.

Member of Council , China
Airlines Employees Union

Chairman, Mandarin Airlines,
Ltd.

Vice Chairman, Taiwan Air
Cargo Terminal Ltd.

Chairman, Phu Yung An Corp

Chairman, Prime
Development Co., Ltd.

Chairman, CAL Park Co., Ltd.

Vice Chairman, Taian
Insurance Co., Ltd.

Chairman, CAL Hotel Co., Ltd.
Chairman, CAL-Asia
Investment Inc.
Chairman, CAL-Dynasty
International, Inc.
Director, Dynasty Properties
Co., Ltd.
Director, Taoyuan
International Airport Services
Co., Ltd.

Chairman, Hiep Phuoc Power
Co., Ltd.

Director, Epistar Corp.

Chairman, Macro Technologies
Inc. (Vietnam) Ltd.

Board Director, Shihlin Paper
Corporation

Chairman, Phu My Hung Asia
Holdings Corporation

Chairman, Wan Hai
International Pte. Ltd.

Board Member, Phu My Hung
Development Corporation

Vice Chairman, Wan Hai Lines
(Singapore) Pte Ltd.

Vice Chairman, TVBS
Media Inc.

President, Chen-Yung
Foundation

Director, Chyn-Tay Bearing
Co., Ltd.

Chairman, The Tango Group
Chairman, Kodak Trading
Co, Ltd.
Chairman, Kota Enterprise
Co, Ltd.

Foreman, Line Maintenance
Department, Engineering &
Maintenance Division, China
Airlines
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Director

Director

Independent Director

Independent Director

Independent Director

Lin, Su-Ming

Wang, shih-szu

Chung, Lo-Min

Chang, Hsieh Gen-Sen

Shen, Hui-Ya

Public Director, Taipei
Exchange, R.O.C.

Director of China Airlines Ltd.

Chairman, Risk Committee,
China Airlines Ltd.

Chairman, Audit Committee,
China Airlines Ltd

Chairman, Remuneration
Committee,
China Airlines Ltd

Independent Director, Nan
Shan Life Insurance Co., Ltd.
Director, iPASS Corp.
Professor, Department
& Graduate Institute of
Accounting, National Taiwan
University

Member, Foundation
Management Committee,
Environmental Protection
Administration
Independent Director, K Laser
Technology Inc.

Consultant of Public Service
Pension Fund Management
Board, Ministry of Civil
Service, Examination Yuan
Lawyer of Lian Yung Law
Office
Independent Director
of Formosa Advanced
Technologies Co., Ltd
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2020 Operational Overview and 2021 Operational Outlook

Carry on Our Traditions to
Face the Future;
Spiritual Sustainability

At the dawn of a new sixty-year cycle, and facing a thorny and challenging road,
China Airlines will still uphold the spirit of corporate sustainability and honor
its commitments with stakeholders to maintain a highly efficient passenger
and cargo fleet, deployed across its global aviation network. China Airlines
has maneuvered flight schedules to increase capacity, configured plane space
optimally, and expanded charter flights, mail transportation, temperature control
product shipments, and by pioneering cabin cargo services.
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squeeze on cargo capacity and pushed up the freight rate. Therefore, it became necessary
to strengthen the freight network and make full use of existing transportation capacity. The
focus was on freight operations in 2020. Looking forward to 2021, we will continue to deploy
our shipping network with cargo front and center, while optimizing North American routes and
expanding our seat count. We are also evaluating the addition of New Zealand and Australia
routes and the addition of European routes. In the Asia-Pacific region we are adjusting our
capacity in response to the pandemic. Further, as we deploy three new 777 freighter (777F), we
will strive to increase our unit revenue and load rate. In addition to increasing the utilization rate
of freighters, we will fill passenger planes that have belly-holds. We will increase revenue by
striving for high yield loads and mid- to long-term charter flights, along with other strategies.

The novel coronavirus pandemic has made a large-scale and long-term impact on the aviation
industry, especially in passenger behavior patterns, and it has produced irreversible changes.
For example, the pandemic has accelerated the development of Internet and video technology,
thereby reducing the frequency of business travel and passenger purchases. The changes
in ticketing decisions and the accelerated launch of non-contact technology applications are
unprecedented challenges for airlines. Structural changes have taken place in the overall
industry. The pandemic has forced many aviation groups to face restructuring, downsizing or
reorganizing of their aviation networks. The overall competitive situation is very different from
before the pandemic. In addition, the blockade and isolation measures of various countries have
led to the stagnation of economic and trade exchanges and commercial activities. According to
the forecast of the International Monetary Fund, the global economy will have shrunk in 2020
by -4.4%. Although it is estimated that it will grow steadily by 5.2% in 2021, the overall economic
recovery is still full of uncertainty due to the severity of the pandemic.

Refreshing Our Fleet; Continuously Improving Service Quality
Our fleet plan still needs to grow in response to steady demand and will be coordinated with
our aviation network development strategy. To that end, China Airlines continues to promote
the introduction of new models and replacement of older aircraft in order to optimize overall
operating efficiency. At the end of 2020, China Airlines operated a fleet of 84 aircraft, including
64 passenger aircraft and 20 cargo aircraft, with an average age of 9.9 years. In addition to the
short-haul fleet, it will continue to replace old with new, and introduce 777 freighter (777F) to
further strengthen operational efficiency and enhance market competitiveness.

According to the forecast of the International Air Transport Association (IATA), passenger traffic in
2020 was down 66.3% yoy, and global passenger traffic is expected to return to the pre-pandemic
level only in 2024. In response to the rapid decline in passenger traffic during the pandemic, China
Airlines will initiate the early decommission of four 747-400 aircraft from 2020 to 2021 and will
gradually introduce the A321neo in 2021 to replace the 737-800 narrow-body passenger aircraft.
The A321neo is expected to save on energy and fuel costs. The advantages offered by this choice
of aircraft model has enhanced China Airlines’ competitiveness in regional routes in the postpandemic era. In a future where business travel is greatly reduced, passenger confidence has not
yet been restored, and vaccine protection is still unknown, China Airlines will prudently act in the
passenger transport market to reduce the impact of the pandemic on our business.

Looking forward to the recovery of passenger transportation, China Airlines will continue to
improve its cabin service quality. In 2021, it will introduce the new narrow-body aircraft A321neo.
In addition to adopting the latest cabin seat equipment, it is also equipped with a high-definition
personal video entertainment system. In addition, in the post-pandemic period, the industry’s
in-flight video system aims to reduce contact and eventually dematerialize. Responding to
customer need, in the future, 737-800 cabins will carry out portable in-flight wireless audio and
video upgrades, allowing passengers to connect their own smart mobile devices to the in-flight
wireless network and enjoy in-flight audio and video entertainment content.

In 2020, driven by medical supplies shipments, e-commerce, and the work from home economy,
the freight market was relatively prosperous, and the reduction in passenger traffic put a

Type

777-300ER
Passenger Aircraft

A350-900
Passenger Aircraft

A330-300
Passenger Aircraft

737-800
Passenger Aircraft

747-400
Cargo Aircraft

777
Cargo Aircraft

Number of Decks

10

14

23

17

18

2

Total

84
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Rolling Adjustments to Transportation Capacity Based on the
Pandemic Situation
The global aviation industry was hard hit by the novel coronavirus pandemic in 2020.
Countries have implemented border closings and travel bans to stave off the pandemic,
resulting in the substantial cancellation of international passenger flights. Even with these
national quarantine regulations and changes in market supply and demand, China Airlines
maintains its backbone passenger network and schedules, striving to meet passenger
travel needs. At the same time, we met the trend of strong demand for pandemic prevention
materials and cross-border e-commerce. In addition to dispatching our existing cargo
aircraft capacity, we also flexibly deployed passenger aircraft to carry cargo and mail.
During the 2020 pandemic, about 84% of passenger flights carried cargo but not passengers.

Sapporo
Hanamaki
Niigata
Toyama

Osaka
Tokyo

(Narita, Haneda)

Mumbai

Shizuoka
Nagoya
Hiroshima
Takamatsu
Fukuoka
Miyazaki
Kumamoto
Kagoshima
Amami
Tokunoshima
Okinawa
Ishigaki

Looking forward to 2021, the passenger transport market is expected to recover slowly as largescale vaccine delivery ramps up. Although the pace of vaccination in each region is different,
China Airlines will continue to pay attention to border policies, and promotion of tourism bubbles
in the Asia-Pacific region, finding opportunities for passenger route recovery and expansion.

Adjust Business Policies Flexibly in Response to the Pandemic
Since the outbreak of the novel coronavirus transmission in January 2020, countries
everywhere have implemented border control measures, and passenger demand has been
frozen. China Airlines has adjusted its passenger operation strategy, streamlined passenger
flights, and adjusted cargo capacity in accordance with passenger reservations and cargo
demand, carrying cargo on passenger planes; at the same time, the company is responding
to market conditions, and prices are adjusted flexibly as we actively strive for revenue.
The charter business has become another source of revenue for China Airlines during the
pandemic. In 2020, the company undertook commercial charter flights to transport Taiwan
nationals back to Taiwan, including from: The Diamond Princess in Japan; Wuhan; Shanghai;
India; Bali; and other places from which we evacuated Taiwan citizens. Charter flights in Vietnam
and Palau were also arranged to meet the needs of Taiwanese businessmen and foreign patients
needing to travel for medical treatment. In addition, in line with the government’s plan to open
micro-travel, the company has also successively launched various types of chartered flights or
themed special flights, partnering on these charter flights with well-known domestic companies,
in order to expand revenue while also increasing corporate visibility.
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Expanding the Fleet Size; Eye-Catching Cargo Capacity
China Airlines currently has 21 B747-400F aircraft, and a total of 18
were in operation in 2020. That made China Airlines the world leader
among cargo carriers in a model that is second to none. Starting
in December 2020, it successively grew the fleet by introducing 3
777F aircraft. During 2020, China Airlines flew 115 scheduled cargo
flights per week on average, including 43 long-haul flights, 5 flights
to Europe, and 67 Asian route flights. According to statistics from the
International Air Transport Association (IATA), China Airlines carried
approximately 1.374 million tons in 2019, ranking 8th in the world.
In terms of freight revenue ton-kilometers (FRTK), its cargo capacity
of 5,334 million ton-kilometers in 2019 ranked 13th in the world. In
addition, the company’s 2020 freight capacity -- measured in saleable
cargo freight ton-kilometers (FATK) -- and transportation volume -measured in payload cargo freight revenue ton-kilometer (FRTK) -increased by 10.27% and 18.68% respectively compared to 2019.

Seize Opportunities to Open Potential Waypoints
After the pandemic began in 2020, China Airlines found its major
sources for goods concentrated in Los Angeles and Chicago. In addition,
we have been fully cooperating in mainland China and in Vietnam to
develop our existing air rights. China Airlines aimed for additional
flights, striving for high-priced charter flights to stabilize revenue. In
addition, it has also successfully obtained rights for and is preparing to
begin flying a second freight route between Taipei-Ningbo.
In conjunction with the introduction of the 777F, to make full use of
capacity and to meet the demand for shipments during the southern
hemisphere’s cherry season, China Airlines took flight for the first time
to Christchurch, New Zealand, with a new 777F aircraft on a cherry
charter. It is also optimistic about the New Zealand and Australia cargo
markets and actively evaluating scheduled cargo flights to Australia
and New Zealand.
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Promote Certification; Improve Cold Chain Transportation Services
In recent years, the demand for air transportation of specialty goods has increased
significantly, including goods such as pharmaceuticals, vaccines, and highend chemicals, all of which must be strictly temperature controlled during the
transportation process. In order to provide more stable and improved services,
China Airlines sought and earned certification for the International Air Transport
Association’s cold chain transportation of pharmaceuticals in April 2019, making it the
first airline company in Taiwan to be bestowed this honor. CEIV Pharma certification
is verified by a third-party independent inspector dispatched by the International Air
Transport Association, focusing on risk assessment and risk management, standard
operating procedures, key node monitoring, personnel training, and operational
quality management in pharmaceutical cold chain logistics. China Airlines maintains
close cooperation with other CEIV Pharma-certified airport agencies and related cargo
partners to ensure that the pharmaceutical cold chain goes unbroken.

Attentive Customers Want to See a Sense of Mission
A leading brand for air cargo, China Airlines has been favored by customers for
its ability to plan and operate special cargo flights for goods such as precision
instruments, treasured cultural relics, machinery and equipment, and live animals.
It has been entrusted with semiconductor manufacturing equipment charter
services many times, which are high unit-price precision instruments. China Airlines
has extensive experience in handling instruments, aircraft engines and related
equipment; In 2020, due to the raging novel coronavirus, the global transportation
industry found itself severely frustrated. China Airlines took advantage of our
fleet of 18 cargo planes. In response to market changes, we successfully carried
pandemic prevention materials, semiconductor machinery, e-commerce goods, and
consumer electronic products and equipment on medium and short-term charter
flights. We flexibly adjusted our transportation capacity and made efforts to increase
the utilization rate of the freighter fleet. We increased the number of overtime
flights, and flexibly adjusted capacity of passenger and cargo aircraft to create the
best overall revenue. At the same time, we cooperated with the national mask team
to deliver pandemic fighting supplies to our allies and worked hard to complete the
task successfully. “TAIWAN CAN HELP” once again proved that China Airlines Cargo
is trustworthy in carrying out our professional services.
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Realizing Our Ideals:
Uplifting Passengers with a
Heart-Felt Experience

China Airlines has striven to improve its service quality. In addition to caring for passengers with disabilities, it seeks
to truly embody being customer oriented. At the same time, it also sets precedents in the domestic aviation industry,
launches industry-university cooperation internships for air service, and cultivating campus talent; the company
has established a talent cultivation system to improve staff morale. The ingredients and design of in-flight meals, as
well as the provision of on-board duty-free goods, are designed with a local touch. In addition to strengthening our
brand characteristics, these activities also enhance Taiwan’s international visibility. Further, in order to strengthen
membership rights, China Airlines continues to expand cooperation with other businesses, making it possible for
passengers to feel the exquisite and delicate care that goes into every China Airlines experience.
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Wholeheartedly Fight the Pandemic; Work Together to Protect the Health of Passengers
The novel coronavirus pandemic enveloped the world in 2020 and left a lasting impact, changing
past travel habits. China Airlines attaches great importance to the health of passengers and
employees. During the epidemic, colleagues at airports both at home and abroad have been
committed to implementing various epidemic prevention measures. In addition to regular
cleaning and disinfection of the environment, a full set of protective equipment is also worn on
duty, and every detail is implemented to ensure the safety of every passenger and employee
both in and out of the airport. The health of passengers and employees is our top priority.
In order to provide passengers with a more assured and safer journey, China Airlines looked
from the perspective of passengers on every issue, carefully adjusted daily operations, and
adopted a series of strict anti-epidemic protection measures that currently include:
1.	Passengers must fill in a health declaration before boarding to ensure the safety of all
passengers and staff.
2.	Passengers are encouraged to self-check-in through the China Airlines application or official
website. We implemented a peace-of-mind flight plan, and a self-check-in system at Taipei
Station to reduce personnel contact.
3.	Ground crews arrange passenger seats in a quincunx form, and plan designated areas for
transiting passengers, so that passengers can maintain social distancing in confined spaces
and reduce the risk of cross-infection.
4.	In addition to staging disinfectant throughout the airport for passengers to disinfect their
hands to reduce the risk of infection, passengers must also take a full body temperature
measurement before boarding the plane. In addition, passengers are required to wear masks
throughout the flight except during their meal, to protect themselves and others.
5.	The VIP room does not provide books, newspapers or magazines, and changed the way it
served meals. China Airlines looked beyond cost considerations to order special lunch boxes
from Novotel Hotel. These ensure hygiene and provide delicious meals that satisfy the taste
buds of our passengers. In addition, a designated rest area with a dedicated bathroom is
planned for transferring passengers to relax. By separating domestic and foreign passengers
into different zones, we create a safe and exclusive space.
6.	For flights to some areas with severe epidemics, pandemic prevention measures are upgraded,
and isolation gowns are proactively provided to passengers to strengthen passenger protection.
7.	When passengers arrive in Taiwan, all luggage is disinfected with chlorine dioxide which is
more friendly to people and animals. This helps reduce the spread of the virus and reduces
risk to passengers posed by some disinfectants.

8.	During the epidemic, the immigration regulations of most countries have been changing
rapidly. China Airlines keeps track of this information and updates it on the internet in real
time, so that passengers can check the travel warnings and immigration regulations related
to their destinations in real time.
Still more cutting edge, China Airlines harnessed technology to shorten the time of contact
with passengers at the airport. Following the International Air Transport Association (IATA)’s
Biosecurity for Air Transport: A Blueprint for Restarting the Aviation Industry, starting from June
22, 2020, passengers are reminded to complete as many tasks as possible on the internet before
arriving at the airport. Emails and text message-based check-in procedures reduce the risk of
transmission of the novel coronavirus during the journey.
In addition, China Airlines has cooperated to establish facilities at airports in several countries.
Since September 1, 2020, a facial recognition boarding service has been activated at the San
Francisco Airport to reduce contact between passengers and service personnel.
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Safer and More Delicious; Remaining Vigilant Against the
Pandemic in the VIP Room
Despite the impact of the novel coronavirus pandemic, China Airlines has
continued to provide high-end VIP services for our passengers and insisted
on protecting their health. It has formulated epidemic prevention catering
and cleaning measures in the China Airlines VIP Lounge at Taoyuan Airport.
Our exquisite service delivers a “Meal Box” to each VIP in a carefully
designed nine compartment bento box. All nine dishes in the box are
carefully designed by celebrity chefs of the Novotel Hotel, who use local
Taiwanese ingredients and their own culinary design ingenuity to present a
unique dish. The Taoyuan Airport VIP Lounge not only provides guests with
delicious food, but also pays extra attention to the disinfection and hygiene
of the dining environment during the pandemic prevention period. We’ve
spared no effort to provide passengers with a safer dining environment.

Team Accomplishment: “National Team in the Sky”
Affected by the novel coronavirus pandemic, since February 2020, China
Airlines and the national epidemic prevention team worked together to
complete the chartered evacuation flights for the Diamond Princess in
Japan, Wuhan, Shanghai and Delhi to assist compatriots in the affected
areas in returning home safely, and we successfully fulfilled that mission.
The air service department called for passionate volunteers to form a
team. After the cabin crew were assigned, they received various protective
equipment and health education. We followed the highest standard of
epidemic prevention guidelines issued by the Epidemic Command Center.
Our air and ground crews worked as a team to help passengers return
home, demonstrating our team can make wonderful journeys even in the
toughest conditions.
In addition to pandemic-related charter flights, China Airlines acted in
accordance with the “Key Points of Taoyuan Airport’s Micro-travel Operation
for Special Flight Cases in Response to Wuhan Pneumonia,” approved
by Taiwan Taoyuan International Airport Company. The Flight Attendant

The National Team in the Sky Leads the Way for You

Department cooperates with micro-travel charter services to plan processes
and provides epidemic education announcements and informs passengers
about immigration and customs regulations during their flights. We’ve
responded to micro-travel charter flights launched by other companies,
and after evaluation and discussion, we created suitable package services
and customized our on-board procedures, to realize industry cooperation in
completing these varied charters, safely and efficiently.
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Implement National Policies to Counter the Epidemic; Protect Health and
Remain Vigilant
China Airlines implements epidemic prevention measures and follows the “Operational
Principles for National Airlines: Implementation of Aircrew Prevention and Health Control
Measures” formulated by the Central Epidemic Command Center and reviewed by the Ministry
of Transportation. We follow the “Passenger Safety Protection Code” established by the National
Aviation Administration to ensure the health and safety of medical staff, crew members, and
passengers on board.
The Flight Attendant Department has strengthened kiosk management, full on-board protection
measures, and continuous flight management and inspection mechanisms. They strengthened
control measures for attendance and care and monitoring during the home quarantine, which
is undertaken by crew returning to the country. At the same time, the Department proactively
provides team members personal pandemic prevention kits and records their body temperature
when they report for flights. On board, the team members’ protection has been strengthened, and
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protective equipment such as gowns, goggles and nitrile gloves provided by the company are
mandatory. Except during eating and drinking periods, crew and passengers must wear a mask
all the time. After passengers use the toilet, the crew wipes the doorknob with hypochlorous
acid water and disinfects the environment. They have implemented real-name placards for
seat assignments, to maintain safe social distancing, and have strengthened cabin cleanliness.
Broadcasts on the plane introduction border regulations and compliance matters. In order to
reduce exposure risks, China Airlines simplified the meal service process. After traveling to
a third-level epidemic area and returning to Taiwan, China Airlines assists crew in arranging
their quarantine hotels, which helps with crew members’ epidemic prevention compliance and
with health control measures. Early on in the pandemic, China Airlines created a group for daily
care in our internal communications software; later on, we built a “crew health autonomous
management system” platform for crew members, so they could take the initiative reporting their
body temperature twice a day, and report abnormalities such as fever or other related symptoms.
The Flight Attendant Department will actively contact and assist in arranging medical treatment,
and report to the Medical Department and Human Resources Department to establish a complete
epidemic prevention record and implement health management of team members.

Provided by Military News Agency
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Flexible Training, Strengthening Professionalism; Care for Our Team Members
The 2020 flight service training continues to foster a spirit of consensus among the flight
service team, and incorporates “communication, care, and inheritance” to stimulate the
team’s sense of honor and show China Airlines’ quality service. In the novel coronavirus
pandemic, China Airlines coordinates the company’s epidemic prevention policies with the
Central Epidemic Command Center. China Airlines conducts training and control in stages,
in accordance with our implementation targets, training items, control mechanisms, and
epidemic prevention measures. During the pandemic prevention period, to maintain the
qualifications of cabin crew members, the crew’s regular retraining and safety-related
training is also supplemented by online courses and the development of in-flight channels to
continuously improve our staff’s professional skills.
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assistance and take care of their needs; when performing safety briefings in the cabin, we
provide a Braille version of the safety instructions and cabin layout plan, and leave the Braille
book on the passenger seat for convenience. We make it easy to obtain and reference during
the voyage.
In accordance with relevant international laws and regulations, after a doctor certifies a physical
or mental condition, passengers can bring companion animals on the plane, to assist or soothe
them during the trip. This provides passengers a relaxing and enjoyable journey.

In the post-pandemic era, China Airlines will maintain its inherited traditions of
professionalism and high-quality cabin services and anticipates the recovery will impact
the scale of the global air passenger transport market. In addition to prioritizing epidemic
prevention and responding to the common call of both passengers and cabin crew members,
China Airlines communicates through multimedia, producing The Implementation Details of
Cabin Epidemic Prevention. We also produced other warm and caring short videos such as
Services and Discipline During the Pandemic and Service Terminology and Precautions. These
encourage our team members to consider the current needs of passengers, and respond
appropriately based on the people, time, and place. China Airlines set up a test question
group called “If you have the talent, don’t just watch,” who created an engaging FAQ question
database. This has continued to encourage interaction between team members. Because the
number of platform views is unlimited, you can repeatedly check in on positive responses
coming from our team members. In addition to acting for the team’s mutual benefit, the
platform also cultivates talent and team cohesiveness.

Caring for Disabled Passengers; Providing Friendly and Caring Services
In order to provide considerate services for the young and old, women and children alike, as well
as passengers with disabilities, our transfer and transit carry-on baggage regulations have been
revised so that passengers can keep their baggage at their seat, avoiding inconvenience when
carrying baggage on and off the plane.
When visually impaired passengers board the aircraft, the cabin crew will immediately provide
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Implement Growth By Listening and Communicating

Strengthen Internal Training During the Post-Pandemic Period

China Airlines plans and arranges rich and diverse courses for our employees. We invite
other branches and business units to conduct business exchanges, so that colleagues
have an understanding born of seeing up close, and can understand the company’s
organization and how other units do business. At the same time, it invites ground service
travel experts to share relevant experiences from abroad. Language experts share basic
language courses with their co-workers. China Airlines invites speakers from different
industries to talk about their specialties, including insurance, financial management,
health, and many more. Our employees gain much from these lectures. China Airlines
promotes understanding through business exchanges and facilitates interactions between
all units. In addition, different business units take the initiative to contact their colleagues
online from time to time, communicate, discover problems and assist in solving them, to
achieve consistency between staff planning and online operations. In addition to listening
to the voices of our colleagues online, the online service process has been improved to
achieve two-way communication and understanding.

Holding special lectures and seed teacher training, we have communicated to
our employees how the pandemic impacts the international economy and the
current situation of the aviation-related industries that are shrinking operations
globally. Comparing the company’s passenger/cargo revenue differences over
the same period, and considering the expected slow recovery of the passenger
transport market, this reality calls for crisis awareness; China Airlines
employees should fully understand the difficulties that the aviation industry
may face in the long term.
In the revised version of the cabin crew training manual CCTM, all training items,
quality control, and assessment operations must be controlled in accordance
with AOR190 “Cabin crew training plan,” which should be based on protecting the
company’s rights and interests while maintaining operational safety. China Airlines
reviews and ensures its compliance with laws and regulations, and will implement
a comprehensive revised CCTM.

A Uniform Syllabus; Digitization of Training Materials
Keeping up with the trend of multimedia communication and learning, we have
gone about the digitalization of training materials, and the old one-directional
training method of “teachers speak, students listen” is reversed. In the
classroom, interactive evaluations such as demonstration and practice take
on a bigger role, and can be watched again and again on our platform. These
features give us consistency across our training. Evaluation standards such as
a Student Satisfaction Survey and Instructor Audit Evaluation are organized in
line with our quality management strategy (Plan-Do-Check-Act, PDCA). This
allows for effective mutual evaluation of teaching results, and allows teaching
to be done with reliability and validation. By learning from feedback to our
learning objectives and consistently applying academic theory to collected
data, China Airlines achieves uniform standards. The regulatory category of
courses includes machine types and safety courses. Emergency training and
training for business groups round out the integrated and verified teaching
materials. China Airlines has completed the update of non-regulatory service
training materials.
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System Installation and Upgrades to Make Good Use of Big Data
We can master flight data and important passenger data to improve overall
cabin service satisfaction through the upgrade of our cabin mobile service
management system (iCS 2.0). At the same time, a customer management
system has been introduced to understand basic information such as passenger
preferences and any special notes related to the flight. Through background
management, screening, and a big data analysis system, data can be converted
into effective information for reference by different business units.

Epidemic Prevention, Countering the Pandemic, and Reducing
the Risk of Infection are the Highest Principles
In 2020, suffering from the severe impact of the novel coronavirus global
pandemic, China Airlines took the lead in incorporating the food supply principles
of “epidemic prevention, countering the pandemic, and reducing the risk of
infection between crew and passengers.” We adopted the classification standards
of “epidemic areas” announced by the Central Epidemic Command Center. At
the end of January, a one-time “counter-epidemic lunch box” was provided
for passengers on cross-strait and Hong Kong routes, and it will be applied to
other routes later. As the leading airline in Taiwan, China Airlines cooperated
with the government to implement several humanitarian charter flights during
the pandemic, and gradually adjusted the catering plans for each route. Given
that the domestic epidemic situation is slowing and stable compared to foreign
countries, cabin catering is adjusted to introduce “counter-epidemic hot meals.”
The service principal in meal design still adheres to the exclusive epidemic
prevention model of “one person, one meal set.” We apply this meal principle in
the “TPE-TPE micro-travel flight” project, which is deeply loved by passengers.
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glass of juice distributed when boarding in business class. This reduced the
number of crew members and the frequency of passenger contact. The welcome
juice has 6 customized mascot portraits including “Captain, Cabin Manager,
Aircraft Maintenance, Ground Service and Office Colleagues.” In addition to
symbolizing the elements of China Airlines, it comes with a matching “Epidemic
Prevention Card” on the dinner plate. In addition to uniting China Airlines
employees in the pandemic and encouraging solidarity during this period, the
emotional connection between the company and our passengers has also been
strengthened. In addition, in order to give passengers’ a new impression of
traditional rice crackers, we have also introduced nostalgic and retro-flavored
“classical biscuits,” such as spiral cookies, dried radish cookies, spiral corn, and
pea flavors. Our “Travel around the world” themed meal provides passengers a
wide range of tastes. At the same time, it has been well received on parent-child
charter flights, Valentine’s Day charter flights, and social networking sites. China
Airlines hopes we will get through the pandemic together with our passengers.

Epidemic Prevention as a Priority; Providing Refined and
Personalized Catering
During the pandemic, China Airlines continued to devote itself to in-flight catering
breakthroughs and innovations. In August, it launched the “Personal Portable
Bottle (250ml)” of carefully selected cold-pressed juice, replacing our welcome
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Starting from the Heart: Starting The Customer Relationship Management Project
In a year where international air passenger transportation was challenged, China Airlines
started from the heart and launched the “Customer Relationship Management” (CRM) project to
enhance digital services and consumer experience. We rethought things from the perspective of
a customer making their journey. We comprehensively reviewed all the stops along the way -ticket purchase, pre-departure preparation, airport check-in, and arrival at their destination. We
then created a comprehensive and thoughtful new digital service for China Airlines, including
real-time travel and membership service information, and a personalized itinerary with our
mobile APP. We provide a carefully considered airport and inflight service experience, and
customers can get assistance quickly when a flight changes.

Maintain Loyal Members; Protect Membership Rights
China Airlines Promises to Protect Health in Flight
China Airlines has increased its counter-pandemic measures to maintain the health and
safety of passengers and crew on board and continues to consider passenger services.
We adhere to the Central Epidemic Command Center’s classification of “epidemic
areas” and “tourism epidemic advice,” and other such regulations. We make epidemic
prevention our highest operating principal, along with countering the epidemic and
reducing the risk of infection. We made timely and immediate adjustments to the onboard service plan and provided adequate epidemic prevention and cleaning supplies
to help reduce the chance of infection. China Airlines strictly implemented cabin-wide
disinfection, and an air-conditioning system cycle disinfection process. We provide crew
members with exclusive “epidemic heart-warming bags” and “carry-on snack bags,” and
the health and safety needs of passengers during their journeys are considered. We
adhere to the operating principle of providing passengers with the best possible service
quality. With our partner China Surgical Dressings (CSD), we jointly launched the
“Passenger Personal Protection Pack,” and included an “Antibacterial Hand Cleansing
Care Package” on the dinner plate. As the domestic epidemic eased, the “Passenger
Personal Protection Pack” has proven to be effective anti-epidemic material. However,
in the future, China Airlines will also continue to uphold its commitment and mission of
maintaining the health and safety of passengers and will continue to provide the most
carefully selected health protection equipment.

The number of active Dynasty Flyer members exceeded 3.89 million at the end of 2020. Our
partners include 23 partner airlines (including 18 SkyTeam members and China Southern
Airlines, Hawaiian Airlines, Japan Airlines, WestJet and Qantas), and 22 banks or card issuing
companies, 3 global hotel chains, 2 online reservation centers and 3 global chain car rental
companies, and others.
In 2020, due to the global impact of the novel coronavirus pandemic, China Airlines considered
our members’ suspension of travel plans and cancellation of travel itineraries. In order to
maintain loyal and high-contributing members and ensure their membership rights, the
company has launched a short-term membership promotion and card renewal discount plan.
Different card types and conditions proactively extend membership. To boost member rights, in
response to the novel coronavirus pandemic, China Airlines has also proactively extended the
validity period of cabin upgrades, rewards, reward tickets, and membership miles. In addition,
in August 2020, the company cooperated with China Trust Bank to launch a China Airlines cobranded card. Co-branded card holders can enjoy various discounts and high rewards.
As to cross-industry cooperation, in order to enable Dynasty Flyer members to make good use
of each mile they have accumulated, from November 2020, the upper limit of mileage discount
for eMall shopping gold will be relaxed, and up to 100% of the full mileage will be discounted for
eMall products. We will continue to develop various specialized products. In addition to the original
awards scheme, new domestic chartered car services and other projects have been added to
provide members with more redeemable products so they can use accumulated mileage.
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Comprehensive Digitization
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China Airlines has become a hot topic in the e-commerce wave because it provided
passengers with a more user-friendly experience and made good use of online
marketing to communicate with consumers. At the same time, it took advantage
of technology to improve freight efficiency and fully gather real-time cargo status,
becoming an industry benchmark.
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Increasing the Proportion of Ticket Purchases Through Our Own Channels
In order to provide passengers with a more convenient ticket purchasing process,
the China Airlines website provides a full range of one-stop services such as ticket
purchase, seat selection, and meal selection. With continuous improvement of
functions and interfaces, in recent years, the proportion of self-owned channel
purchases as a proportion of total channel purchases has gradually increased. The
percentage of total tickets purchased on China Airlines’ website increased from
17.01% the year before to 19.76% in 2020; the percentage of FIT tickets increased from
21.42% in 2019 to 23.94% in 2020.

Optimizing the Interface for a Better Website User Experience
The official website of China Airlines is committed to providing the best experience
for passengers around the world, carefully considering the needs of passengers of
different nationalities, and providing up to 14 national sites and 12 different language
options to improve localized website services. In 2020, the official website of China
Airlines continued to optimize the reservation and purchase system and visual interface.
Reservation and purchase on the website can now be made up to just 80 minutes before
flight departure, and a Malay language webpage has been added. During the novel
coronavirus pandemic, we established a pandemic information section on the site. Not
only is information conveyed to passengers about the entry regulations of Taiwan and
other countries, but passengers can also fully take control of flight changes or ticket
refunds, and can understand ticket change regulations. The company’s pandemic
prevention measures and information provide every passenger with a more userfriendly experience.

E-Ticket Purchase, Multiple Payments, Peace of Mind and Safety
With the advent of the e-commerce era, the convenience and security of e-commerce
have become a focus of public attention, and the official website of China Airlines has
also kept pace with the times. On the e-commerce side, 3D secure authentication is now
used for credit card transactions on China Airlines’ official website, and at all our sites
around the world, a task completed in 2020. At the same time, the WeChat payment
method can now be used for departures from mainland China, making online ticketing
convenient, and ensuring the security of passenger credit card transactions.
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Innovative Travel Experience to Maintain Traveler Communication with in the
Community

and enhanced passengers’ peace of mind and sense of belonging. In 2020, the number of fans
worldwide reached 1,045,206, an increase of 2.15%.

In 2020, China Airlines made history in the aviation industry by selling the “Airline Flight Ticket
Lucky Bag” for the first time, packaging navigation information, and launching the “Cebu
Attractions Edition” Monopoly game. Using digital media and social word-of-mouth influence to
attract online members, we promoted visits to new destinations and for passengers to try their
luck in the miles lottery during the event. It attracted a total of 23,401 participants, and 3,028
tickets were bought for the lottery, three times as many as in previous years.

O&D project to maximize revenue

The pandemic disrupted passenger flight plans, and China Airlines’ official social platform
exerted a significant influence and became an important channel for communication with
passengers around the world. The China Airlines Facebook Fan Page set up a pandemic
information section for the first time, providing global passengers with the latest flight and
ticketing information, and responding to fan inquiries in real time. In addition, we worked
with Instagram to launch a series about the “National Team in the Sky,” “Let Love Cross All
Distances,” “Stay Home Now” and other images and videos. Also, by shooting the “Hepa Inflight Air Filtration In-depth Promotion” and other videos, the company promoted its onboard pandemic prevention and protection measures, established a positive brand image,

“Love Can Cross All Distances” video

The Revenue Management System (RMS) is the core system for airlines to manage seats
and sales allocation. It uses historical booking data to predict the loads of future flights, and
allocates appropriate seats for sale to achieve the goal of maximizing overall revenue.
China Airlines originally adopted Segment Based RMS to forecast and manage demand on
individual flights. However, facing the increasingly fierce competition in the aviation industry,
the company is committed to deploying a global aviation network centered on Taiwan and to
strengthen overall routes to enhance competitiveness. The project team was launched in January
2019 to introduce the new generation of Original & Destination (O&D) RMS, and it was launched on
July 30, 2020. The O&D RMS system not only refers to historical reservation information, but also
incorporates selling price information. After calculating the value of each seat, the system will give
priority to high-contribution trips and sales areas through dynamic seat allocation to maximize
revenue. In addition, in conjunction with the introduction of the system, the Passenger Transport
Department also reorganized education and training material for the changing business model.

“Hepa In-flight Air Filtration In-depth Promotion”
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E-Commerce Layout for the Creative Promotion of Taiwan’s Cultural and
Creative Industries
In response to the 2020 pandemic, China Airlines adjusted its duty-free sales strategy and
continued to promote online pre-orders of duty-free products. In order to increase the company’s
revenue, China Airlines has continuously strengthened its retail business, joining hands with
the Small and Medium-sized Enterprise Division of the Ministry of Economic Affairs to promote
Taiwan’s cultural and creative industries. China Airlines carefully selected products that had
both especially urban and rural characteristics, and made them available in the “Delivery to
Home Magazine” on our aircraft and on the China Airlines eMall platform.

Flight Jacket 3.0 Classic Retro
Version

China Airlines eMall also launched mileage conversion into purchase money to provide
more diversified mileage usage for Dynasty Flyers. It also launched a number of trendy and
topical logoed products, including “China Airlines Silicone Folding Travel Cup” and the “Xpore
Fashionable T with protective cap,” a “Flight Jacket 3.0 Classic Retro Edition,” and a “B777
Engine-Shaped Floor Mat/All-in-One Card” among other products. Among these products, the
“China Airlines Silicone Folding Travel Cup” won the “2020 Buying Power Social Innovation
Product and Service” Special Award given by the Ministry of Economic Affairs.
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E-Freight Becomes an Industry Benchmark
According to the IATA in 2020, China Airlines reached its annual penetration
rate target for the latest electronic bill of lading (e-AWB) ahead of schedule,
and ranked among the top ten airlines in the world. It continued to promote
the electronic bill of lading and exchange of information with the contractor’s
system through EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) electronic transmission, in
order to reduce operating costs to both parties, and avoid delays caused by
incorrect bill of lading input or missing documents.
In 2020, in addition to the original locations of Taipei, Kaohsiung, Hong Kong,
Singapore, Frankfurt, Amsterdam, and the Americas, the new paperless
operation procedures for cargo were extended to Tokyo, Osaka, Fukuoka and
Nagoya in active fulfillment of IATA’s announcement to make the electronic
bill of lading the standard for Taiwan’s air cargo industry, thus fulfilling
China Airlines’ corporate responsibilities of environmental protection, energy
conservation and carbon reduction. It is leading Taiwan’s shipping industry in
the development of digital processes.

Digitized Management, Detailed Control of Information
The novel coronavirus pandemic greatly impacted passenger and cargo aircraft
schedules, and China Airlines responded. The freight CCNet schedule building
function has been adjusted, and multiple checks have been added to verify the
actual flight schedule, so that the correct available flights can be provided. With
the introduction of the 777F plane, we adjusted the eNOTOC, eDeadload and
other functions of the freight CCNet system to operate on the 777F models at
the same time as on our other planes.
The cargo system is integrated with 4G Wi-Fi wireless transmission, and the
loading panel data is transmitted to mobile devices (PDA) in real time, so as to
fully anticipate the dynamic cargo conditions from the warehouse to the side
of the aircraft, and coordinate the system’s aircraft load balance planning, to
ensure the correctness of the where things are placed on the aircraft to ensure
flight safety. In addition, it has also promoted electronic unloading operations
for incoming flights, starting with some passenger and cargo aircraft, and will
gradually extend that to all incoming passenger and freight aircraft in the future.
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In order to establish a complete aviation service network, China Airlines Group has
directly and indirectly invested in 31 subsidiary businesses, covering seven major
categories including air transportation, ground handling services, air transportation
assistance, aerospace technology, warehousing and logistics, tourism and
leisure, and holding and leasing. China Airlines thus strengthens cooperation and
improves the quality of the overall service chain, increasing the group’s overall
competitiveness.
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Mandarin Airlines Takes the Lead in Service Innovation
Mandarin Airlines, established in 1991, is a 93.99% subsidiary of China Airlines. At present, it
has 9 ATR72-600 70-seat propeller planes flying on domestic routes, 6 Embraer-190 104-seat
single-aisle jet planes (planned to retire sequentially beginning at the end of 2020). They also
lease 737-800, A330-300, 777-300ER, A350-900 and other aircraft from the parent company China
Airlines to fly Asian, international and regional routes as well as cross-strait routes.
Mandarin Airlines is actively deploying new domestic routes and expanding its scale of operations.
In addition to air passenger and cargo transportation services, it has also obtained ground
handling licenses for self-run air terminals to improve the overall service quality. Mandarin Airlines
uses Taichung as its operating base. It is the only airline to set up a professional maintenance
center in Taichung and also provide air freight warehousing services, thereby offering a full range
of services for passengers, freight transport and logistics on both sides of the Taiwan Strait.
Mandarin Airlines is a full member of the International Air Transport Association (IATA) and has
continuously obtained IOSA flight safety inspection certification and ISO 9001 certification. In
addition, Mandarin Airlines is committed to environmental protection. After setting a precedent in
the domestic aviation industry in 2017, and after being awarded the EPA carbon label and ISO14067
carbon footprint certification, it continues to actively implement its commitment to carbon
reduction by adjusting airline models and improving flight management. Making adjustments such
as improving airport operation efficiency and increasing the passenger load factor, energy saving
and carbon reduction can be achieved. In December 2020, Mandarin Airlines once again led the
aviation industry in passing the SGS certification and the Environmental Protection Administration
review, and was awarded the first aviation industry’s “Carbon Reduction Labeling Certificate”
issued by the Environmental Protection Administration of the Executive Yuan.
The global impact of the novel coronavirus pandemic in 2020 was huge. Fortunately, domestic
pandemic prevention has been successful. Since July 2020, the pandemic in Taiwan has
remained controlled. In order to meet the needs of outlying island residents during the summer
peak travel season, the China Airlines Group’s fleet resources have been integrated. In addition
to making full use of the increased capacity of China Airlines’ 737-800, Mandarin Airlines’ E190
and ATR72, the Tigerair Taiwan A320 model was leased beginning July 5 to increase flights
for the Penghu and Kinmen routes. During the summer vacation, the total number of flights
provided by the Penghu route increased by 114% compared with 2019, flights on the Kinmen
route increased by 32%, and the total number of passengers on the outlying island routes
increased by about 80% compared with the same period in 2019.

Mandarin Airlines continues to cooperate with the Apex Flight Academy to organize the
“Mandarin Airlines Flight Experience Camp,” helping young Taiwanese students pursue and
realize their flying dreams. In order to let people enjoy classic delicacies from all over Taiwan
without going out, the “Mandarin Airlines Shop” online officially opened on August 1, 2020. It
offered a 12% discount on all the products in the shop, and an additional gift worth NTD$300.
Mandarin Airlines logoed merchandise was given to fans for their support.
In order to satisfy passengers’ desire to travel abroad even while suffering the impact of the
pandemic, Mandarin Airlines pioneered the 7-day and 6-night “Taiwan Flight Passport.” With the
Mandarin Airlines Flight Passport, passengers could travel to seven major attractions, including
Taipei, Taichung, Kaohsiung, Taitung, Hualien, Penghu and Kinmen by plane. Each destination
partnered with a famous local five-star hotel accommodation, and arranged private airport
transfers. Passengers pack their luggage and leave, and they can depart from any location,
making it easy to travel around Taiwan by plane.
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Tigerair Taiwan’s Awards Continue to Resound
China Airlines Group’s low-cost airline Tigerair Taiwan launched seven years
ago. On December 16, 2019, it successfully registered with the Emerging
Stock Market at NTD$41 per share and became the first China Airlines Group’s
subsidiary to apply for listing on that Market. Young people are their main
market, and they target independent travelers and students between 20 and
40 years of age. Their primary focus is the Asian flight network, providing
consumers with diversified product choices. As of December 2020, the number
of passengers on Tigerair Taiwan has exceeded 9.8 million.
Tigerair Taiwan currently has 11 model A320 aircraft (single class, 180 seats),
making it one of the youngest airlines in the Asia-Pacific region based on
average aircraft age. Since its maiden flight in September 2014, international
routes have been launched successively to Macau, Tokyo Narita, Okinawa,
Osaka, Nagoya, Busan, Incheon, Palawan and other international routes.
Tigerair Taiwan currently accounts for about 23% of the overall market share of
low-cost airlines in Taiwan, and it is firmly in the leading position in the low-cost
airline market in Taiwan.
In 2020 Tigerair Taiwan won the highest rating for the fifth time, the platinum
award, as a “Reader’s Digest Trusted Brand.” Despite the impact of the novel
coronavirus pandemic in 2020, Tigerair Taiwan will respond to the changing
environment and rely on its sound business foundation and adaptable business
strategies to continue to implement cabin cargo, evacuation charter flights, and
micro-travel themed flights. With the promotion of the “safe travel” subsidy
policy by the government, China Airlines Group shares fleet capacity and
supports certain flights of Mandarin Airlines to provide the most convenient
flight options to and from outlying islands. It also has energy in reserve to meet
market demand after the pandemic. In the future, Tigerair Taiwan will continue
to operate key routes in depth, providing dual advantages through its hybrid
model. Tigerair Taiwan partners with the travel industry to provide passengers
with more diverse and convenient choices by providing different product
packaging and product combinations.
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Dynasty Aerotech High-Quality Technology and International Leap Forward
Dynasty Aerotech International is a 100% wholly-owned subsidiary of China Airlines. It was
established in 1989. Its core business includes aircraft interior and exterior cleaning, aircraft
parts and accessories cleaning, aviation container (pallet, net) maintenance, and flight service
dining car repair. In order to continuously improve its technical capabilities and service quality,
Dynasty Aerotech International introduced French-built, environmentally friendly, water-saving
aircraft cleaning technology in 2016 and became its exclusive agent in Taiwan. In addition, Dynasty
Aerotech International has the only “Air Container Repair Center” in Taiwan that has been certified
by the US FAA and Taiwan CAA. In order to cope with the new boom in business of air container
maintenance, it was renamed from “Dynasty Co., Ltd.” in 2018 to “Dynasty Aerotech International.”
Dynasty Aerotech has focused on internationalization and technology, and besides meeting the
maintenance needs of China Airlines’ aviation containers, it has also improved its professional
maintenance capabilities and service quality to expand international business opportunities.
Responding to the pandemic, Dynasty Aerotech International is also committed to aircraft
pandemic prevention and disinfection work, and expects to continue to provide better services in
areas such as aviation ground handling services and aviation container maintenance.
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In order to expand its business scope, Taoyuan International Airport Services obtained
the ground service business license from Taoyuan Airport in January 2020, established a
transportation unit in February to undertake the ground service operation of foreign airlines, and
plans to gradually become a GHA comprehensive service provider in the future.
The novel coronavirus pandemic that broke out in early 2020 has severely impacted the
global aviation industry. Although there has been no stopping the pandemic so far, Taoyuan
International Airport Services has responded steadily with contingency plans such as increasing
revenue, reducing expenditures, applying for government assistance, and strengthening
operational fitness in accordance with the group’s strategy and government policies. The
company continued to implement staff training, cross-unit support integration, and equipment
maintenance based on their experience as a professional ground handling company. Taoyuan
International Airport Services turned the crisis into an opportunity, and has gas in the tank to
maintain its leading position in the domestic ground handling industry after recovery in the
international aviation market.

Taoyuan International Airport Services: a Model of Full-Scale Ground
Handling Services
Established in 1978, Taoyuan International Airport Services is a 49%-owned subsidiary of China
Airlines. It provides ground handling services for flights to and from Taoyuan International Airport.
It is the largest professional ground handling company in Taiwan and has the largest number
of flights at Taoyuan International Airport. Its market share is about 65%. In 2011, it was the first
group in Taiwan to obtain the ISAGO ground operation safety certification from the International Air
Transport Association. This certification is the highest safety inspection standard for the evaluation
of ground handling suppliers, and it continued to pass the re-examination certification, most
recently in October 2019. In 2016, Taoyuan International Airport Services cooperated with the Civil
Aeronautics Administration of the Ministry of Transportation and Communications to promote the
establishment of a safety management system for ground operators to comprehensively improve
the safety of ground operations. In recent years, in line with international low-carbon airport and
green energy trends, it has successively introduced electric ground handling equipment, and
has also strengthened corporate governance and operation management through electronic
management application systems and mobile vehicle apps.
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China Pacific Catering Services: Stabilizing the Core Market and Opening Up
New Possibilities
China Pacific Catering Services is a 51%-owned subsidiary of China Airlines. It has been
operating since 1996 and is the largest flight catering company in Taiwan. At present, it provides
meals on board for 32 airlines, as well as the preparation and delivery of other service supplies
on board. China Pacific Catering Services has food safety HACCP and ISO22000 certification as
well as halal certification.
In 2020, when aviation-related industries were facing severe challenges, China Pacific Catering
Services won cooperation contracts with Starlux Airlines and Japan Airlines based on its
outstanding strength in the in-flight catering industry. At the same time, in view of the current
predicament of the in-flight catering business, it actively explores the non-flight catering
business market and seeks diversified development, including catering, school canteens,
lunchboxes, e-commerce, exhibitions and sales, New Year dishes, out-store operation and jointbrand products in chain stores, among others.

Kaohsiung Airport Catering Services: A Leading Supplier of Gourmet Products
Kaohsiung Airport Catering Services was established in 1999 and first became a subsidiary
of China Airlines in 2018. Kaohsiung Airport Catering Services provides in-flight meals to and
from Taipei Songshan Airport, Taichung Airport, and Kaohsiung Siaogang Airport. It is the only
company that provides air meal services in North, Central and South Taiwan. Each factory has
obtained ISO22000 food safety certification. In addition, they act as agents for the airport VIP
lounge catering services at Songshan Airport and Taoyuan Airport. In addition to aviation-related
businesses, Kaohsiung Airport Catering Services has long been cooperating with President
Chain Store to produce a wide range of fresh food and baked goods. It has also cooperated with
Taiwan High Speed Rail to launch a high-speed rail bento.
At the same time, its own brand has expanded into chain catering and active storefronts. In 2019,
it actively expanded into online shopping and group-buying platforms and other chain channels,
selling a wide variety of frozen ready-to-eat meals and group-buy delicacies, extending the reach
of product promotion, and diversifying product items. The company’s excellent meal-making
ability and the finest meal quality are on display, all while engendering a dazzled response to its
performance. It can be described as a bright star of the China Airlines Group.

Novotel Taipei Taoyuan International Airport: Professional Quality and Quality Service
Novotel Taipei is a 100% wholly owned subsidiary of China Airlines. It officially began operations
in November 2009. It is managed by the leading European hotel industry brand - the French
Accor International Hotel Group’s Novotel Brand. It is the only five-star international airport
tourist hotel in Taiwan, with 516 rooms, and a Chinese and Western restaurant with global dining
and delicacies. It is located next to Taoyuan International Airport, close to the A14a Taoyuan
Airport MRT Station, which is connected to the Taoyuan High-speed Railway Station. This gives
it an excellent geographic advantage. The Novotel brand global network has gained the Green
Globe Environmental Certification. It is a pioneer in the field of sustainable environmental
development. A hotel room renovation project was carried out in 2019 to provide guests with a
more comfortable and innovative housing space and a better-quality holiday environment.
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Taiwan Airport Service Co., Ltd. Creates a Professional Ground Handling Brand

Taiwan Air Cargo Terminal’s Customized Service Keeps Improving

Taiwan Airport Service is a 47.35%-owned subsidiary of China Airlines. It was established in
1966. It is the first professional ground handling company in Taiwan to provide airlines with
professional ground handling services for aircraft safety, service, efficiency and quality. In 2017,
in order to make the services more comprehensive, it began offering transportation agency
services, and undertook the domestic flights of Mandarin Airlines in Hualien and Kaohsiung, as
well as the international flights of Tigerair Taiwan and other airlines.

Taiwan Air Cargo Terminal (TACT), a 54%-owned subsidiary of China Airlines, officially began
operations in 2000. It is the only Taiwanese air cargo company with both Taipei and Kaohsiung
terminal operations. Adhering to the quality policy of “kindness, safety, efficiency, and
innovation,” it provides professional and high-quality inbound, outbound, transit, and express
air cargo warehousing services, and has ample storage and workspace. TACT also has a variety
of standard warehousing and dismantling equipment and systems. As the novel coronavirus
pandemic spread around the world in 2020, TACT has been cooperating with NGOs to deliver
masks to foreign countries, and cooperates with the government to implement the Taiwanese
flower export plan with Japan. They handle imports of high-tech smartphones and have rich
experience in aviation warehousing. TACT provides export operations for passenger and
cargo aircraft with various contractors, and manages import and export projects of precision
temperature control machines for semiconductor manufacturers and panel glass. Their
customized services have won market recognition and praise.

In order to strengthen the competitiveness of the ground agents, Taiwan Airport Service formally
applied for ISAGO_HS certification from IATA in 2014 and passed the ISAGO certification in 2015,
becoming the first ground handling agency company certified by ISAGO at Taipei International
Airport. The Kaohsiung Terminal also obtained ISAGO certification at the end of 2017. In 2019,
the head office, Taipei Songshan and Kaohsiung all passed the re-examination and were formally
registered by IATA as an ISAGO Provider with ground operation safety certification, becoming
the first professional ground handling service company in the country to be certified. Ground
handling operations will be in line with international ground handling standards, and the content
of the organization’s standards manual will be strengthened to enhance ramp service operations
and competitiveness, providing safer and higher-quality ground handling services.
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In 2020, the global aviation industry was affected by the novel coronavirus
pandemic, and the operating performance of all airlines was severely affected.
China Airlines still holds the development goal of “sustainable governance,
profitable endurance,” cooperates with the government’s various pandemic
prevention measures, flexibly adjusts policy, and provides a healthy and safe
workplace environment for the group’s employees. All these efforts allow
employees to work with peace of mind.
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Sustainable Development: Joining Hands to Create Team Spirit
The 2020 annual training course is based on the sustainable development strategy
of China Airlines, and the main focus was “care, communication, and inheritance.”
However, in 2020 we were all hit by the global novel coronavirus pandemic. Most
of the training in the first half of the year was suspended or changed to e-Learning
mode. In 2020, a talent seminar was conducted, and business experts from different
business units of China Airlines were invited to share their work practices, so as to
enhance their co-workers’ aviation expertise, promote horizontal communication,
and muster team spirit between different business units. Through training, we
expect the team to become more united and for management to be strengthened,
helping us achieve our corporate goals.

A Lean Organization Activates Manpower to Generate Revenue
China Airlines continues to develop professional and service talent for our business
expansion and our diverse operations. In 2020, it recruited about 123 domestic and
85 foreign personnel. Positions were filled in first-line services (including flight
crew members, foreign cabin crew members, airport transportation, freight, and
customer service personnel) and logistics support categories (including information
personnel, accounting personnel, sales, nursing and disabled personnel).
In 2020, due to the impact of the novel coronavirus pandemic, passenger flights were
reduced sharply, and various lean manpower policies were promoted to reduce personnel
costs and properly use manpower to focus on cargo development. During this period, the
company continued to hire people with disabilities to fulfill its social responsibilities.

Implementing Care to Help Employees Balance Their Bodies
and Minds
Although we were affected by the pandemic in 2020 and temporarily postponed
the implementation of in-person employee care courses, we issued employee care
e-news and provide various health tips every quarter. We used essays to share the
various challenges employees were facing with a positive attitude. Through writing
and reading, we relieved the pressure brought on by the pandemic, achieving a
physical and mental balance.
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Guarding the Health of the Workplace and Preventing the Pandemic
International exchanges can create pandemic hotspots, and the risk of cross-border spread of
infection has increased. Only by implementing aviation pandemic prevention can the threat of
transmission coming in from overseas be reduced. In addition to implementing pandemic prevention
measures in accordance with the guidelines from the Centers for Disease Control, China Airlines has
also strengthened aircraft cleaning and disinfection. Aircrews are fully geared with medical PPE and
medical supplies. When the crew stays outside the station, they are isolated and protected according
to domestic home quarantine standards, and rules are strictly implemented in accordance with the
crew health control measures approved by the Civil Aeronautics Administration.
China Airlines requires employees to follow pandemic prevention measures in accordance with
government regulations in order to ensure the safety of the work environment. It also stepped
up disinfection of the environment, deployed office partitions, required social distancing and
mask wearing, suspended large-scale physical conference courses, and moved pandemic
prevention policy education to online video platforms. This provided employees with a worryfree workplace. In addition, it adheres to the “2020 Airline Infectious Disease Prevention and
Control and Response Management Plan” handled by the Civil Aeronautics Administration of
the Ministry of Transportation and Communication and the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration of the Ministry of Labor. These standards target the three key pandemic
prevention areas: “Constant Readiness,” “Workplace Safety and Health” and “Emergency
Response.” The 25 indicators under this Plan are reviewed and adjusted on a rolling basis. China
Airlines actively implements aviation pandemic prevention in order to ensure the health of
passengers, and the airline also strives to provide a safer working environment for employees.
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respond more in concert, and reminded employees to increase their vigilance. China Airlines activates
the company’s contingency mechanism any time necessary, depending on the pandemic’s scale. The
company has established a health management report system for employees (crew members) with
higher exposure risk levels. We created a tracking mechanism for reporting symptoms, mechanisms
for commuting to and from work, and adjustments to office and business travel methods. It
strengthened various pandemic prevention training materials, established a cross-unit contact
platform between our different departments, and launched diverse channels to provide instant
messaging. China Airlines strengthened measures to fight biological pathogen hazards, and invested
in health promotion, education and training, and the storage, management and use of pandemic
prevention materials. China Airlines is committed to creating a safe, healthy and comfortable work
environment, and through the risk management mechanism, it carries out risk management for
different job types and job categories, improves work safety, implements risk control, and through
its ISO45001 and CNS45001 certifications, provides employees with a safe, healthy and comfortable
work environment, and promotes its competitiveness in the industry.

In addition to regularly holding annual health promotion activities, this year China Airlines
also provided free influenza vaccinations for all employees to nurture their health. In light of
the increase in the number of people passing away due to cardiovascular diseases in 2020,
two health lectures on “Prevention and Treatment of Common Cardiovascular Diseases” and
“Preventive Medicine Lectures in the 21st Century” were held to convey to employees the
importance of their health. China Airlines thereby fulfilled its corporate social responsibility.

Join Hands for Workplace Safety and Strengthen Pandemic Prevention
China Airlines has actively strengthened the preparation and response to emerging infectious
diseases in response to the pandemic. It established a cross-unit hierarchical mobilization
mechanism, refined the command system and operating procedures, integrating relevant units to
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In 2020, the global aviation industry was facing the impact of the novel coronavirus pandemic. In cooperation
with the central government’s strict adherence to pandemic prevention guidelines, China Airlines made a best
effort to make good use of all available resources. We focused on the three social sustainability strategies of
“promoting the international development of local education,” “promoting the international visibility of Taiwan’s
local brands,” and “promoting equal opportunities for disadvantaged groups in society.” China Airlines expected
to improve the overall quality of Taiwan’s education, strengthen Taiwan’s international visibility, and assist the
disadvantaged groups in improving their situation, giving back to the society to create sustainable operations.
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Activating the International Development of Local Education
Enterprise Visit
In 2020, the company organized

9 visits to colleges and universities,
benefiting a total of 320 students.

Volunteer Teaching

8 teaching activities,
benefiting a total of 604 students.
In 2020, we organized
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350 employees from different divisions,

and their friends & relatives participated,
removing a total of

2,082 kg of waste.

Beach Cleaning Activities

Creating a Common Knowledge Platform
for Primary Schools

102 schools and approximately
44,472 school children benefited.
In 2020,

Little Flight Attendants Dream of Taking Off
Making good use of the unique resources of the aviation
industry to hold experiential activities for future flight
attendant hopefuls. A total of

239 people benefited in 2020.
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Sports Advocate
A public welfare basketball camp and a
public baseball camp were held. Formosa
Taishin Dreamers coach and professional
baseball player from Japan, Wei-Yin Chen,
as well as Chinese Professional Baseball
League player Wei-Chung Wang, shared
their experience.

軍聞社提供

軍聞社提供

Humanitarian Aid
Carrying medical supplies to the world,
China Airlines transported a total of

73,343

2,278 pieces

with a total weight of
kilograms;
assisting overseas Taiwanese returning to Taiwan on
charter flights; and in total benefiting

1,224 people.
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Promoting Disadvantaged Groups to
Obtain Equal Opportunities in Society

Disadvantaged School Children and
the General Public

The Elderly
China Airlines organized activities such as

Our volunteers, rural communities and flight service

“Love the Elderly Dragon Boat Festival,” “Love

teams spontaneously organized many charitable activities

the Elderly Mid-Autumn Festival,” “Parents

that focused on providing benefits to rural areas

and Grandchildren Have Fun, Fly to Love,” and
“Year 2020 - Warm this Place Up” activities,
caring for a total of 550 elders.
(1) On December 20, 2020, the team members
voluntarily collected hand-made items and

Newly Created Happiness Bus 2.0
In Pingtung Area
The bus helps in improving traffic quality
in Manzhou Township, Pingtung County,
and improves the welfare of local residents.
A total of about

7,500 people have benefited.

donated the proceeds from the charity sale
& fundraiser to the “Andrew Food Bank” in
the name of “China Airlines” for a total of

104,590.

NT$

(2) The flight attendant office was invited by
the “Elderly Welfare Promotion Alliance” for
three consecutive years to participate in the
“We are Family, remember to have dinner with
me” program at the end of the year. The team
members interacted with elders with love, and
welcomed their enthusiastic laughter, helping
enhance the corporate image.

Photo Source: News Report
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Strengthening safety awareness and advancing aviation maintenance

Keeping Promises:
Strictly Implementing Flight Safety

Safety is China Airlines’ uncompromising commitment. We are consistent and
persistent in safety measures, and take an unyielding attitude. With a conviction to
maintain zero accidents related to flight safety, safety management is implemented
through an effective control system and through the management system. With the
goal of continuing to improve overall safety, China Airlines is committed to a safety
culture, diligent actions, and airtight safety protection, allowing the team to achieve a
trustworthy and safe journey all the time.
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Pursuing Excellence: Implementing the Safety Management System
China Airlines follows the requirements of Taiwan’s civil aviation regulations and refers to the ICAO
(International Civil Aviation Organization) and DOC 9859 (Safety Management Manual, SMM) promoted
the “Safety Management System” (SMS) in 2007. It has been implemented for many years and the
implementation effect has gradually matured. The main core of SMS is safety risk management.
Through continuous risk identification and risk management, China Airlines systematically analyzes
and manages flight operation risks. Through safety performance indicators and targets, it implements
tracking at all levels of system management and control, and focuses on mitigation of risks. Since 2016,
the Civil Aeronautics Administration of Taiwan has conducted SMS performance reviews for domestic
civil aviation companies every year to confirm the implementation of safety management and measure
the implementation impact. To ensure the effectiveness of SMS promotion and implementation, China
Airlines has also implemented an SMS operations review for its various operating units, referencing the
CAAC SMS evaluation tools to implement safety management.
In 2020, China Airlines completed the SMS retraining for all employees, which happens
once every three years, and at the same time conducted a safety culture assessment for
all employees. The evaluation and analysis results from 3rd party professionals helped
China Airlines understand the company’s safety culture status and promote improved safety
management. The company continues to promote walk-around management, and strengthens
safety information sharing and case promotion to encourage front-line employees to actively
explore potential risks or danger factors in the operating environment. We encourage them to
report hazards, and internalize the value of safety in the minds of every employee. This proactive
risk management enhances the company’s level of safety.
Global aviation operations dropped sharply in 2020, impacted by the novel coronavirus
pandemic. In response to the operational risks presented by the pandemic, China Airlines has
implemented comprehensive flight safety in accordance with the guidance documents of the
ICAO, IATA (International Air Transport Association) and national civil aviation authorities. All
domestic units and overseas branches must perform risk assessment management in line with
their abilities. They are responsible for controlling the operation of each stage of operation
recovery, and making timely adjustments to mitigation measures based on risks, to ensure
continued safe operations.
In the future, China Airlines will also continue to implement safety management in all operations
and with employees at all levels, and strengthen the safety management of all employees to
create a more complete safety culture and safety management system.
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Safety Certification: Making Every Effort to Ensure Flight Safety
The IOSA safety review set by the IATA is the highest safety review standard in the
international aviation industry. According to IATA regulations, all 290 member airlines
around the world must pass the IOSA certification and undergo re-certification review
every two years to continuously ensure the safety and quality of flights.
During the period of October 19-23, 2020, the British-based Wake (QA) audit
company performed China Airlines’ ninth IOSA Renewal Audit. However, due
to the impact of the pandemic, this audit was conducted by means of Remote
Audit in accordance with the IOSA standard and comprehensive inspections.
China Airlines successfully passed the ninth IOSA Renewal Audit (but the IOSA
Remote Audit certificate is valid for only one year; until February 25, 2022). The
company will organize the tenth IOSA Renewal Audit again in 2021 to maintain
compliance with international safety’s highest standards.
The scope of IOSA certification covers eight major operating areas related to airline
safety, including organization and management, flight services, maintenance,
dispatch and control, air service, ground service, cargo, and security. The audit
company approved by IATA conducts systematic inspections on the spot.
After China Airlines obtained IOSA certification for the first time in 2005, it has
continued to improve various safety standards, including careful selection and
assessment of pilots, use of flight operation quality assurance (FOQA), flight risk
assessments (FORAS) and other operating systems. These are used to monitor
flight records, and a unit has the dedicated responsibility to perform various safety
inspections and implement the quality and safety management system (SMS).
China Airlines has always adhered to safety and is uncompromising in ensuring
that safety is rigorous. We continue to implement IOSA certification standards
and international regulatory requirements to ensure flight safety, taking practical
actions and providing passengers with the highest quality reliable services.

Strengthening Flight Training and Strictly Maintaining Flight
Safety Quality
China Airlines, arranged for all flight crews to regularly perform flight simulator
training, testing and actual flights in accordance with civil aviation regulations.

IN 2020, in response to the severe novel coronavirus pandemic’s impact on
operating flights, it formulated and implemented a continuous flight simulation
plan to maintain the crews’ flight operation proficiency and achieve the quality
goal of flight operation safety. We targeted all 737-800 crew members which
had a greater impact on operating flights, and also targeted co-pilots of longrange aircraft with relatively few landings.
In addition, in response to the introduction of the new A321neo fleet starting
in September 2021, China Airlines has arranged for the A321neo seed flight
crew to complete the conversion training of the original Airbus aircraft by
the end of 2020. The subsequent development will be based on the original
training courses in compliance with Taiwan’s civil aviation regulations and
related international regulations. The standardized training plan and quality
requirements ensure the flight operations of the new A321neo flight crew will
meet international flight safety standards.
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Threats Remain: Strengthening and Consolidating Aviation
Security Risk Management Awareness
In 2020, the novel coronavirus pandemic hit the aviation industry like a
brick. Affected by it, airlines around the world drastically reduced flights.
Although the number of abnormal aviation security incidents decreased,
international aviation security threats continue to exist. Interested parties
are waiting for opportunities. Aviation security incidents will not slow down
or be suspended due to the spread of the global pandemic or turmoil in
international politics and economies. At the same time, in response to
internal threats that have been widely discussed in recent years, China
Airlines, the Civil Aviation Administration of Taiwan and China Airlines
Business Development Foundation co-sponsored the “Aviation Security
Risk Management Seminar” on December 3, 2020. The seminar aimed to
continuously enhance the security awareness of aviation personnel and
develop aviation security risk management awareness. This strengthens
and consolidates awareness of aviation security risk management.
Participants learn from each other’s relevant experience, and benefit
aviation security practitioners by keeping pace with international trends
and ensuring flight safety.

differences and ensure flight safety. Two additional flight management
system trainers (FMST) were purchased to provide an excellent solution
for a solidly familiar flight management system, and to continuously enrich
flight training resources and improve quality.
In addition, to meet the needs related to emergency escape training, the
A321 door trainer and overwing window exit trainer will be introduced.
These are expected to be used in the second quarter of 2021 to provide
visual simulation of emergency escape situations. The company will also
purchase life-saving slides, dual-purpose boats and escape lifeboats to
enhance the effectiveness of emergency escape training on the water.
In 2020, China Airlines continued to edit and revise the Simulator Quality
Management System (SQMS) to meet actual needs and compliance,
ensuring that the quality of various training equipment keeps improving.

Upgrading Equipment to Strengthen Crew Training
China Airlines flight training equipment has been certified by the Civil
Aeronautics Administration of Taiwan. In addition to providing flight
simulator training and land and water escape training for flight crews of
domestic and foreign airlines, it also provides emergency response training
for cabin crew to improve overall training quality. The airline continuously
updates training facilities.
China Airlines planned to purchase one flight simulator and one flight
training device in 2020 to fully meet the needs of flight crew training.
These will facilitate the introduction of the new A321neo aircraft, which are
expected to be launched in December 2021. The flight simulator chosen are
world leaders. The first one adopts the Airbus standard version 2.1, which
is consistent with the flying mechanisms of the A321neo, to reduce training
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Meeting the New Generation of Aircraft: Enhancing Maintenance Capabilities
China Airlines Maintenance Factory offers professional maintenance capabilities, and continues to
improve and innovate in aircraft services, maintenance, quality assurance, planning, and industrial
cooperation. At present, in addition to the certification of the Civil Aeronautics Administration of Taiwan
(CAA), China Airlines Maintenance Factory also has the international certification from the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA), the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA), and the Civil Aviation
Administration of China (CAAC). It also obtained the first French Standards Association (AFNOR)
AS9110 certification in Taiwan, successfully obtaining the highest mark for entering the international
aerospace industry. In addition to satisfying various maintenance tasks for the group’s fleet, its rich
repair capabilities also serves more than 40 customers at home and abroad. The advanced facilities are
capable of accommodating five large-scale wide-body aircraft hangar factories, 120,000-pound largescale engine test benches, and various engine and engine component repair shops. It also provides
high-level maintenance services for routes, airframes, engines, and parts and accessories.
In 2020, China Airlines Maintenance Factory actively participated in the FedEx high-level
maintenance contract bid that covers 2021 to 2025. After four months and three stages of
bidding, the maintenance factory has provided two production lines for A300-600 models as
a competitive advantage and successfully obtained FedEx’s high-level maintenance contract
tender. During the contract period, two aircraft overhaul production lines will be invested in over
5 years. This is expected to bring stable maintenance income to the company, and to deepen the
foundation of the maintenance plant, expanding the airframe MRO business.
On November 14, 2017, China Airlines and American aerospace group NORDAM signed a joint
venture. The two parties agreed that NORDAM will invest 51% and China Airlines will invest 49%
to establish a composite repair plant “NORDAM Asia Limited” to provide engine thrust reversers
and composite material repair service in Asia. NORDAM Asia held a groundbreaking ceremony on
November 8, 2019 on an auspicious date, and obtained its permanent address at No. 8, Hangqin
South Road, Dayuan District, Taoyuan City. Their license is expected to be obtained at the end of
January 2021, and the license acceptance could be completed by the end of February 2021.
China Airlines Maintenance Factory is equipped to handle the newest generation of aircraft, and shows
its determination to develop and maintain business. The company looks to the future of potential
business opportunities in the PW1100G engine maintenance market. After several negotiations
with OEM Pratt & Whitney, China Airlines Maintenance Factory finally joined its PW1100G engine
maintenance alliance and contracted for Pratt & Whitney’s same-type engine maintenance business.
Due to the impact of the novel coronavirus pandemic, the signing ceremony was changed to a remote

online signing. The signing ceremony was completed on the morning of December 18, 2020. This
cooperation project not only enables the rapid integration of the energy conversion for new and old
generations of China Airlines planes, but also establishes a sustainable operation for the engine
maintenance industry in the future. It expands the maintenance territory of China Airlines, promotes
upgrading in the domestic aerospace industry and greatly increases aerospace output value.
China Airlines signed a body maintenance contract (GTA) and material solutions agreement
(IMS) with Airbus in November 2017, becoming a qualified supplier of Airbus. In June 2018, the
two parties signed a further agreement to complete an Aircraft Maintenance Alliance (AMA)
contract in Toulouse, France.
In 2020, the China Airlines Maintenance Factory will continue to implement a new-generation
maintenance model and cooperate with Airbus to develop a ground equipment tracking system
to effectively monitor the flow of ground equipment and improve operational efficiency. In
addition, the two parties are also cooperating to plan and design an aviation material failure
information analysis system. The goal is to aggregate the aviation material maintenance process
and records and do big data analysis. We intend to cooperate with reliability management to
improve the quality of aviation materials maintenance, and reduce maintenance costs.
China Airlines Group plans to introduce the new-generation Airbus A320neo and A321neo in
March and September 2021, respectively. In order to welcome the arrival of this newest addition
to the fleet, preparations for related devices, tools and parts were carried out early in 2020.
Related facilities construction will also be completed before the introduction of the new aircraft
to ensure smooth introduction and operation.
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Environmental Sustainability

Committed to
Implementing Green Energy
Enterprise Sustainability

China Airlines is committed to implementing corporate environmental and energy management. It
promotes sustainable environmental protection education for all employees in light of global trends.
China Airlines is committed to improving fuel efficiency, setting corporate carbon reduction targets,
actively improving corporate mitigation and adjusting operations in response to climate change. It
makes continuing efforts toward zero-carbon growth, while also regularly publishing CSR reports
revealing environmental sustainability performance and the corresponding measures taken. China
Airlines hopes to become an international benchmark on the environment in the aviation industry.
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Adopting FSC Certified Paper to Implement Environmental Protection from Action
In order to implement the company’s environmental protection policy and strengthen
passengers’ impression of the importance the company places on environmental protection,
China Airlines’ flight attendant office actively implements a variety of environmental protection
operations. China Airlines ceased printing the economy class main course menu, regional
station information, and air service communication newspapers, making those fully electronic.
It also established an electronic system for air service announcements and improved the
announcement workflow to save on paper consumption.
China Airlines keeps pace with the times and works with the citizens of the world to protect
forests. In order to take into account passenger services and environmental protection, the
passenger boarding pass has been completely changed to Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)
certified paper, and boarding passes. These passes consume more than 10 million pieces of
paper per year. We take practical actions to promote environmental protection awareness to
every China Airlines passenger.

Taiwan’s transportation industry, actively responding to international industry officials’ climate
change and carbon management trends, cooperating with the Taiwanese Financial Supervisory
Commission’s corporate governance 3.0 policy, and finally meeting the concerns of stakeholders.
In order to implement the goal of sustainable operation of the China Airlines Group, China
Airlines not only strengthens its own environmental sustainability management capabilities, but
also looks forward to exerting its influence and actively strengthening the sustainable value of
the green supply chain. Therefore, China Airlines began the Group’s value chain environmental
management operations in 2018. From 2019 to 2020, it continued to use environmental risk
opportunity questionnaires and communication mechanisms to gradually cultivate the group’s
corporate environmental and energy risk management capabilities.

The Importance of Environmental Management and Leading Sustainable
Upgrading of the Industry
Aiming to be an international benchmark airline, China Airlines has adopted systematic risk control
since 2012, and has been actively constructing a corporate environmental management mechanism
while considering corporate sustainable development and social responsibility. The company has
introduced, in stages, the ISO 14001 environmental management system and the ISO 50001 energy
management system. It has passed verification by a third party external impartial inspector every
year since 2013, becoming the second aviation company in the world to obtain both environmental
and energy management system verification. In addition, combined with the ISO 14064-1 greenhouse
gases management system that has been implemented for many years, the overall corporate
environment and energy management mechanism gradually reaches for the goal of comprehensive
coverage and effective control, and undergoes continuous optimization and improvement.
In 2018, China Airlines became the first airline in Taiwan and the only national airline to sign to
support the Task Force on Climate-Related, and actively carried out various climate risks and
opportunities identification and quantification operations. The company is hoping to strengthen
its actions on climate issues and various operational challenges to enhance sustainable lowcarbon competitiveness. In 2020, China Airlines completed the first TCFD climate report for
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In order to comply with international voluntary emission reductions, and
respond to Taiwan’s national greenhouse gas reduction operations, China
Airlines has independently set voluntary greenhouse gases reduction
targets for aviation, and actively supports and implements the International
Air Transport Association’s (IATA) three-phase target: with 2005 as the
base year, to increase oil efficiency by an average of 1.5% per year by 2020,
achieve zero-carbon growth in 2020, and reduce carbon emissions to 50%
of 2005 emissions levels by 2050; in addition, the 2015 target of reducing
2020 emissions by 38% from the baseline in 2009, and the long-term
ground reduction target of reducing carbon emissions 50% by 2050 was
updated in 2018 to fully achieve the strategic goal of reducing greenhouse
gas emissions in Taiwan’s civil aviation industry.

An International Leader Committed to Zero-Carbon Growth
China Airlines continues to tackle sustainability in international aviation.
The operation standards and management measures adopted by the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) is the “International Aviation
Industry Carbon Offset and Reduction Mechanism,” first adopted in 2018.
In response to this and based on an existing corporate climate risk and
compliance management mechanism, China Airlines has completed the
establishment of the mechanism for Carbon Offsetting and Reduction
Scheme for International Aviation, CORSIA monitoring, reporting and
verification, and adopted a proactive attitude on regulating a carbon
emission market mechanism.

In order to provide better services and continuously improve fuel efficiency,
China Airlines continues to introduce a new generation of environmentally
friendly, fuel-saving planes into our fleet. In addition to the 777-300ER
and A350-900 environmentally friendly passenger aircraft, China Airlines
also introduced 777F twin engine craft in 2020. The all-cargo aircraft has
the advantages of saving fuel and greater efficiency, which can cut about
20% of fuel consumption. It has a longer range than the existing B747-400
aircraft. It is suitable for transpacific routes, reduces payload restrictions
and makes space utilization more efficient. In addition to reducing fuel
costs and noise during take-off and landing, China Airlines’ introduction of
new aircraft during this period has also improved operational efficiency and
become a new force in China Airlines’ fleet for the post-pandemic era.
In terms of corporate energy conservation and carbon reduction practices,
China Airlines cited international benchmarks and took the lead in
Taiwan’s service industry to establish the “Ministry of the Environment”
and “Corporate Environment Committee” for substantive operations.
They are setting annual targets on various energy resource efficiency
improvements and environmental protection projects every year. In 2020,
69 environmental management goals and plans were implemented, with
a total goal of reducing carbon emissions of 58,106 metric tons. In 2021,
various environmentally friendly plans will continue to be promoted.
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China Airlines has been actively promoting environmental protection, energy saving and
carbon reduction operations for many years. All general items (office equipment, IT equipment,
electrical appliances, paper, cleaning supplies, etc.) used by the company are in compliance with
environmental protection, energy saving, water saving, green building materials and carbon
footprint standards, this being the premise during procurement, thereby fulfilling the company’s
corporate social responsibility. Statistics say that in 2020, the online application of energy-saving
and carbon-reduction household appliances, office supplies and cleaning supplies passed the
Taoyuan City Government’s review and boasted a qualified purchase amount of NT$14.06 million,
winning Taoyuan City’s 2020 Environmental Sustainability and Green Consumption Performance
Excellence Prize.
China Airlines is fully aware of the responsibilities and obligations of enterprises in protecting
natural resources and the environment, and continues to invite passengers and company
employees to achieve “net zero carbon.” It launched the “Environmental Journey - ECO Travel
Carbon Offset Program.” At the same time, China Airlines Group also actively supports the national
carbon labeling policy. After setting a precedent in the domestic aviation industry in 2017, Mandarin
Airlines obtained the Environmental Protection Agency carbon label and ISO14067 carbon footprint
certification through the government-industry cooperation model. Mandarin Airlines also continues
to actively implement its commitment to carbon reduction. In 2020, it once again led the aviation
industry in passing the SGS certification and the Environmental Protection Agency review, and
obtained the first aviation industry’s “Carbon Reduction Labeling Certificate” awarded by the
Environmental Protection Administration of the Executive Yuan.

Deepening the Consensus of All Employees On Environmental Protection
from the Inside Out
China Airlines promotes environmental protection education for all employees uninterruptedly
through diverse channels. It regularly sends environmental protection messages to all
employees’ mailboxes, handles training courses for domestic and foreign employees, hosts
environmental protection seminars, and visits and exchanges with benchmark environmental
protection companies to deepen the environmental protection consensus among all our
employees. China Airlines actively builds a corporate environmental protection culture, carrying
out our environmental and energy policy to “implement environmental and energy conservation
education, cultivate employees’ independent environmental protection awareness,” and makes
possible “environmental protection for all employees.” In 2020, China Airlines completed 2,500

employees education activities. At the same time, it launched the “China Airlines Environmental
Light Travel CAL ECOPATH” environmental protection film and launched a headquarters
park environmental map, not only reporting environmental performance to stakeholders and
enhancing brand value, but also inviting passengers, employees and China Airlines to participate
in various environmental protection actions together.
In addition, China Airlines has also introduced environmental protection concepts into its
ground and air service processes to promote “ECO services.” In 2020, China Airlines cooperated
across the industry, such as with Zen Zhou Social Enterprise to launch the “China Airlines
Silicone Folding Travel Cup,” and BenQ Materials to launch the “Xpore Fashion Hoodie” with
innovative environmentally friendly, waterproof and breathable technology. In addition to
considering passengers’ pandemic prevention needs and usage behaviors, China Airlines
also integrated circular economy innovations and environmental sustainability concepts. It
successfully used environmentally friendly plastic-reducing products to enhance tourists’ green
consumption awareness. In the future, China Airlines will continue to show customers our
sense that the earth should be cherished through innovative services such as electronization,
mobility and culture.

China Airlines Group’s
Mandarin Airlines wins
Carbon Reduction Label, an
operational achievement

China Airlines
Environmentally Friendly
Jaunt

China Airlines and Zen
Zhou Ltd. join hands to
promote plastic reduction
and love for the earth
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China Airlines’ long-term efforts in corporate sustainable development
governance has again been recognized by the Dow Jones Sustainability
Indices, DJSI. China Airlines stood out in the aviation industry and ranked
third in the world in 2020. It is also the only transportation company in
Taiwan that has been selected as a component of the DJSI Emerging Markets
Index for five consecutive years. In areas including environmental reports,
environmental policies, management systems, supply chain management
and climate strategies, China Airlines has the highest scores in the industry.
These scores reflect China Airlines’ efforts and intentions being once again
recognized and affirmed by international investors. China Airlines has long
been concerned about climate change issues and actively promoted various
carbon management operations. It not only implemented carbon reduction
measures related to corporate operations in flight and ground operations, but
also conducted management optimization and discussed cooperation through
the international carbon disclosure project (CDP) that it has participated in
for 8 consecutive years. These efforts continuously improve the company’s
overall climate change risk management capabilities. China Airlines’
performance continues to be recognized.

In addition, China Airlines has also taken practical actions to support
international environmental protection activities. Over the years, it has
participated in the Pacific Greenhouse Gases Measurement, PGGM led
by the National Central University and supported by the cooperation
of the Executive Yuan’s Environmental Protection Administration and
the European Union’s IAGOS-ERI. Outstanding implementation results
have been achieved. The governments of the Republic of China and
the European Union, the National Central University, the European
Economic and Trade Office in Taiwan and other operations have
unanimously affirmed that those results have contributed to studies at
the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) and used as a reference
for decision-making in the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC). China Airlines is proud to have set a model
for Taiwan’s climate diplomacy. In 2020, it was invited by the European
Union to participate in scientific research projects in cooperation with the
Japanese government. These projects expanded the scale of international
scientific research cooperation.
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China Airlines Awards

Dazzling Achievements:
Top-notch Yet Again

China Airlines’ mission of “creating more wonderful moments through flying” in order
to become “the preferred airline in Taiwan” provide passengers with the highest quality
and trustworthy services. That is affirmed in its service quality, corporate governance,
sustainable performance, green energy and carbon reduction, international certification,
corporate marketing and in many other aspects.
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China Airlines Wins
2020 Best Entry Outside the U.S.
in the Annual Rose Parade
In 2020, China Airlines won the first prize for
entries from outside the U.S. at the 131st
Annual Rose Parade. China Airlines used
“Dreams of Flying, Wings of Hope’’ as the
theme and used music boxes as the design
basis to outline Taipei 101, the Taiwan Blue
Magpie, Xiaolongbao dumplings and other
unique and characteristic cultural symbols.
This reflected China Airlines’ efforts
introducing Taiwanese culture to the world.

Won the American Apex Award for
Publication Excellence Five Times
China Airlines’ magazine Dynasty won the
internationally renowned American APEX
Award for Publication Excellence, and won
the magazine layout design award again,
demonstrating a high degree of recognition
for China Airlines’ magazine Dynasty.

28

China Airlines has been recognized by
the Dow Jones Sustainability Index for
its promotion of sustainable operations.
I t h a s p e r fo r m e d w e l l i n t h e g l o b a l
aviation industry. In 2020, it once again
ranked third in the world. China Airlines
is also the only carrier in Taiwan that
has been selected as a component of
the DJSI Emerging Markets Index for 5
consecutive years, and it will continue
to promote sustainable operations and
strive to achieve its corporate missions in
economic, environmental and social areas.

Selected as a constituent stock of
the Dow Jones Sustainability Index

China Airlines has been
awarded at the Annual Rose Parade
for

Selected as a Constituent Stock of the Dow
Jones Sustainability Emerging Markets
Index for Seven Consecutive Years

for

consecutive years

7

consecutive years

Won the “Oscar” for Taiwan’s Corporate
Sustainability Seven Times
China Airlines was awarded the 2020 Taiwan
Corporate Sustainability Award (TCSA). It
performed exceptionally in the Corporate
Sustainability Report category and won the
Outstanding Case Award. It won a total of
four awards, of which the Platinum Award in
Transportation and the Climate Leadership
Award have been won seven consecutive
times. The Social Inclusion Award has also
been awarded for three consecutive years.
The English Report Award, which has been a
category since 2018, has been won by China
Airlines every year, which helps stakeholders
understand the company’s commitment to
sustainable business operations.

4

Won
Taiwanese Enterprise Sustainability
Awards

5

consecutive
APEX Awards for
Publication Excellence
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China Airlines’ “Silicone Travel Cup”
Won Buying Power’s Double Prize
from the Ministry of Economic Affairs
China Airlines has long implemented
sustainable development in the social
and natural environment, and cooperated
with the local enterprise Zen Zhou to
launch the “China Airlines Silicone Folding
Travel Cup.” This product won the Special
Prize and Grand Purchasing Awards from
the Ministry of Economic Affairs’ Buying
Power Social Innovation Products and
Services - Environmental Sustainability
Group. China Airlines recognizes that
environmental protection is an important
part of sustainable value, and will continue
to uphold the original intention of fulfilling
corporate social responsibility, and make
unremitting efforts for the sustainable
development of Taiwan’s enterprises.

Buying Power Environmental
Sustainability Group
Special Award

Buying Power
Grand Purchasing
Award

China Airlines Won the 2020 Annual
Environmental Sustainability and Green
Consumption Performance Excellence
Award in Taoyuan City
China Airlines won the 2020 Taoyuan
City “Private Enterprise and Organization
Green Procurement Performance Award.”
China Airlines has been actively promoting
environmental protection, energy saving
and carbon reduction operations and
expanding the scale of green procurement
for many years. We focus on practicing
environmental sustainability and fulfilling
corporate social responsibility.

Green Procurement
Performance Award for Private
Enterprises and Organizations

Leading the industry, Mandarin Airlines Won
“Carbon Footprint Label” from Environmental
Protection Administration
After establishing a precedent in the domestic
aviation industry in 2017, Mandarin Airlines obtained
the EPA carbon label and ISO14067 carbon footprint
certification through the industry-government
cooperation model. In 2020, it was awarded the
“Carbon Footprint Reduction Labeling Certificate”
issued by the Executive Yuan’s Environmental
Protection Administration yet again. Mandarin Airlines
had earned the first carbon reduction label in the
global aviation industry.
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China Airlines’ Brand Image
Advertisement Won the Clio Awards
Bronze Award and New York Advertising
Festival Award

Golden Pin Design Award
Medal of the Ministry of
Economic Affairs

China Airlines Co-Branded Card Won
the Golden Pin Design Award from the
Ministry of Economic Affairs

China Airlines’ 2019 brand image slogan
“# What Travel Brings You” aroused a
high degree of resonance from consumers
as soon as it was broadcast. It has been
praised by the advertising industry at
home and abroad, and has been repeatedly
recognized by the international community.
In the United States CLIO Awards, it won
the Bronze Award in the film category. In
the New York Festivals Advertising Awards,
it won Best Work, bringing Taiwanese
c re a t i v i ty a n d C h i n a A i r l i n e s to t h e
international stage.

2020 Global Air Cargo Person of
the Year

Bronze Award,
Film Category,
American Clio Awards

New York Festival
Advertising
Awards

The CTBC and China Airlines Co-branded
Card “Humanity Edition” stood out among the
works of 20 regions, and was selected by the
Industrial Development Bureau of the Ministry
of Economic Affairs and the Taiwan Design
Center for the “Golden Pin Design Award
Label” in the communication design category,
which is the top design award in the global
Chinese market. It shows that the design and
research and development of China Airlines’
products are highly recognized, which
enhances the added value of the brand.

Passed IOSA
Renewal Audit

9

times

Passed IOSA Certification Nine Times
Safety is the core value of China Airlines.
In 2005, China Airlines obtained the “IOSA
Operational Safety Audit Certification”
from the IATA (International Air Transport
Association) for the first time. Most recently,
it successfully passed the IOSA Renewal
Audit for the ninth time; the company
continues to earn IOSA recertification
in accordance with IATA regulations. It
continues to meet the highest international
certification standards with practical
actions to ensure that all safety protection
operations are rigorous.

The authoritative cargo magazine “Air
Cargo World” announced the results of
their 2020 Person of the Year selection.
Liu, Der-Chuan, deputy general manager
of China Airlines Cargo Department, was
selected as the Air Cargo Person of the Year
and accepted on behalf of China Airlines,
indicating how the professional services
and flight quality of the cargo team have
been repeatedly recognized by customers.

Air Cargo World
Man of the Year
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Operating Income and Net Income (Loss)
In 2020, China Airlines’ operating income was
TWD 4,885 million (operating margin 4.59%), an
increase of TWD 4,805 million over 2019. Net
Income was TWD 140 million (net margin 0.13%),
an increase of TWD 1,340 million over 2019.

Operating Income & Operating Margin

Net Income (Loss) & Net Margin

TWD million

%

10,000

8.00
6.00

7,500

TWD million

%

7,500

6.00

5,000

4.00

2,500

2.00

0

0.00

4.00
5,000
2.00
2,500

0

0.00

2016

2017

2018

2019

Operating Income

Operating Revenue
In 2020, total operating revenue was TWD
106,327 million, a decrease of 27.36% yoy. Total
operating costs decreased by 30.66% to TWD
101,442 million. Passenger revenue decreased by
78.68% to TWD 20,508 million and cargo revenue
increased by 88.21% to TWD 81,693 million,
respectively. Other revenue decreased by 39.23%
to TWD 4,126 million.

2020

-2.00

-2500

2016

2017

Operating Margin

Operating Revenue & Costs

2018

2019

Net Income (Loss)

2020

-2.00

Net Margin

Revenue Composition, 2020

TWD million
160,000
140,000
120,000

Cargo Revenue
76.83%

100,000

Passenger Revenue
19.29%
Other Revenue
3.88%

80,000
60,000

2016

2017

2018

2019

Operating Revenue

2020
Operating Costs
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Passenger Business

Passenger Revenue

Passenger revenue was TWD 20,508 million in
2020, a decrease by 78.68% over 2019. According
to the breakdown of passenger revenue by routes,
Northeast Asia represented the prime market
contributing 23.18%, followed by North America,
Southeast Asia, and Europe with the contribution
of 21.46%, 21.41% and 12.19%, respectively.

TWD million

Passenger Revenue Breakdown by Routes, 2020

120,000
100,000

N. E. Asia 23.18%

80,000

N. America 21.46%
S. E. Asia 21.41%

60,000

Europe12.19%
Oceania 9.08%

40,000

Mainland China 8.82%

20,000
0

Compared with 2019, passenger capacity (ASK)
decreased by 72.38%, passenger traffic (RPK)
decreased by 81.10%, and passenger yield increased
by 12.83% to 2.55 (TWD/RPK). Passenger load factor
decreased by 25.49 ppt to 55.26%.

Hong Kong 3.86%

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Passenger Capacity & Traffic

Passenger Load Factor & Yield

million

%

TWD/RPK
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2.1
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25,000
15,000
5,000
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2016
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Passenger Load Factor
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Passenger Yield
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Cargo Business

Cargo Revenue

Cargo revenue was TWD 81,693 million in 2020,
an increase of 88.21% over 2019. Breaking
down cargo revenue by routes, North America
represented the prime market contributing
58.56% of revenue, followed by Southeast Asia,
Europe, and Mainland China with contributions of
18.72%, 8.66% and 6.07%, respectively.

TWD million

Cargo Revenue Breakdown by Routes, 2020

100,000
80,000
N. America 58.56%
60,000

S. E. Asia 18.72%
Europe 8.66%

40,000

Mainland China 6.07%
N. E. Asia 5.03%

20,000
0

In 2020, cargo capacity (FATK) increased by
10.27% yoy. Cargo Traffic (FRTK) increased by
18.68% yoy, and cargo yield increased by 58.59%
to 12.83 (TWD/FRTK). Cargo load factor increased
by 5.11 ppt to 72.10%.

Oceania 2.96%
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Cargo Capacity & Traffic

Cargo Load Factor & Yield
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Operating Costs and Employee Productivity

Categorized Breakdown of Costs, 2020

Operating expenses were TWD101,442 million in
2020. The three largest cost items were rental
& depreciation & amortization (27.83%), fuel
(22.23%), and labor (16.48%). In 2020, overall unit
cost decreased by 12.80% yoy to 10.01 (TWD/
ATK), and unit cost excluding fuel cost decreased
by 2.14% yoy.

Overall Unit Cost
TWD/ATK
13.00

Fuel costs 22.23%
Rental & Depreciation &
Amortization 27.82%
Airport & Ground Handling
Charges 12.27%
Labor 16.48%

11.00

9.00

Maintenance Costs 14.52%
Sale & General
Administratio 1.49%

7.00

Passenger Service 1.38%
Insurance 0.23%

5.00

Others 3.58%

2016

2017

2018
Unit Cost

As of December 31st 2020, the number of average
employees for 2020 was 11,525. Employee
productivity, measured by ATK per employee
decreased by 16.05% yoy, RTK per employee
decreased by 18.59% yoy, and revenue per
employee slightly decreased by 23.32% yoy.

ATK & RTK per Employee

Revenue per Employee

ATK & RTK

1,000 TWD

Employee

2019

2020

Unit Cost excluding Fuel Costs

Employee

14,000
1,350,000

13,000

1,100,000

12,000

850,000

11,000

600,000

10,000

350,000

2016

2017

2018

2019

ATK/Employee

2020
RTK/Employee

9,000

2016

2017

2018
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2020 Financial Statements
INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’
REPORT AUDITORS' REPORT
INDEPENDENT

Cargo rates are highly affected by the supply and demand of the market and sales can only be
recognized after relevant transportation services are provided, The input, processing and
maintenance of freight information on the air waybills involve manual operations. Therefore, we
identified the recognition of cargo revenue as a key audit matter.
Our main audit procedures performed included the following:

The Board of Directors and the Shareholders
China Airlines, Ltd.
Opinion
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of China Airlines, Ltd. (the “Company”),
which comprise the balance sheets as of December 31, 2020 and 2019, and the statements of
comprehensive income, changes in equity and cash flows for the years then ended, and the notes to
the financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies (collectively
referred to as the “financial statements”).
In our opinion, the accompanying financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the
financial position of the Company as of December 31, 2020 and 2019, and its financial
performance and its cash flows for the years then ended in accordance with the Regulations
Governing the Preparation of Financial Reports by Securities Issuers and other regulations.
Basis for Opinion
We conducted our audits in accordance with the Regulations Governing Auditing and Attestation
of Financial Statements by Certified Public Accountants and auditing standards generally accepted
in the Republic of China. Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the
Auditors’ Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements section of our report. We are
independent of the Company in accordance with The Norm of Professional Ethics for Certified
Public Accountant of the Republic of China, and we have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities
in accordance with these requirements. We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is
sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.
Key Audit Matters
Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgment, were of most significance in
our audit of the financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2020. These matters were
addressed in the context of our audit of the financial statements as a whole, and in forming our
opinion thereon, and we do not provide a separate opinion on these matters.
Key audit matter in the audit of the Company’s financial statements is stated below:
Recognition of Cargo Revenue
In accordance with IFRS 15 “Revenue from Contracts with Customers”, cargo sales are accounted
for as cargo revenue after relevant transportation services have been provided. For the year ended
December 31, 2020, cargo revenue amounted to NT$81,692,574 thousand. Refer to Notes 4 and 26
to the accompanying financial statements for detailed information.

1.

We understood the internal controls related to the recognition of cargo, including manual and
automatic control.

2.

We understood and tested the effectiveness of the information system related to the recognition
of cargo revenue.

3.

We sampled the air waybills, confirmed that cargo rates were consistent with those stated in air
waybills, and verified the amount of cargo revenue.

Other Matter - Audit by Other Independent Auditors
The financial statements of some investments accounted for using the equity method in Note 13
were audited by other independent auditors, and our audit opinion is based solely on the reports of
other auditors. As of December 31, 2020, the aforementioned investments accounted for using the
equity method amounted to NT$2,304,113 thousand, representing 0.88% of total assets. For the
year ended December 31, 2020, comprehensive income (loss) (including share of profit or loss of
subsidiaries, associates and joint ventures and share of other comprehensive income (loss) of
subsidiaries, associates and joint ventures accounted for using the equity method) amounted to
NT$(952,289) thousand.
Responsibilities of Management and Those Charged with Governance for the Financial
Statements
Management is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in
accordance with the Regulations Governing the Preparation of Financial Reports by Securities
Issuers, and for such internal control as management determines is necessary to enable the
preparation of financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud
or error.
In preparing the financial statements, management is responsible for assessing the Company’s
ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern
and using the going concern basis of accounting unless management either intends to liquidate the
Company or to cease operations, or has no realistic alternative but to do so.
Those charged with governance, including the audit committee and supervisors, are responsible for
overseeing the Company’s financial reporting process.
Auditors’ Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditors’ report
that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee
that an audit conducted in accordance with the auditing standards generally accepted in the
Republic of China will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can
arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could
reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these
financial statements.
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As part of an audit in accordance with the auditing standards generally accepted in the Republic of
China, we exercise professional judgment and maintain professional skepticism throughout the
audit. We also:
1.

Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due
to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain
audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of
not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from
error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the
override of internal control.

2.

Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an
opinion on the effectiveness of the Company’s internal control.

3.

Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting
estimates and related disclosures made by management.

4.

Conclude on the appropriateness of management’s use of the going concern basis of
accounting and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists
related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Company’s ability to
continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required
to draw attention in our auditors’ report to the related disclosures in the financial statements or,
if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the
audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditors’ report. However, future events or
conditions may cause the Company to cease to continue as a going concern.

5.

Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including
the disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the underlying transactions and
events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.

6.

Obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding the financial information of the entities
or business activities within the Company to express an opinion on the financial statements.
We are responsible for the direction, supervision and performance of the audit. We remain
solely responsible for our audit opinion.

The engagement partners on the audit resulting in this independent auditors’ report are Jui-Chan
Huang and Shiuh-Ran, Cheng.

Deloitte & Touche
Taipei, Taiwan
Republic of China
March 18, 2021

We communicate with those charged with governance regarding, among other matters, the planned
scope and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies
in internal control that we identify during our audit.
We also provide those charged with governance with a statement that we have complied with
relevant ethical requirements regarding independence, and to communicate with them all
relationships and other matters that may reasonably be thought to bear on our independence, and
where applicable, related safeguards.
From the matters communicated with those charged with governance, we determine those matters
that were of most significance in the audit of the financial statements for the year ended December
31, 2020 and are therefore the key audit matters. We describe these matters in our auditors’ report
unless law or regulation precludes public disclosure about the matter or when, in extremely rare
circumstances, we determine that a matter should not be communicated in our report because the
adverse consequences of doing so would reasonably be expected to outweigh the public interest
benefits of such communication.

-3-

Notice to Readers
The accompanying financial statements are intended only to present the financial position,
financial performance and cash flows in accordance with accounting principles and practices
generally accepted in the Republic of China and not those of any other jurisdictions. The standards,
procedures and practices to audit such financial statements are those generally applied in the
Republic of China.
For the convenience of readers, the independent auditors’ report and the accompanying financial
statements have been translated into English from the original Chinese version prepared and used
in the Republic of China. If there is any conflict between the English version and the original
Chinese version or any difference in the interpretation of the two versions, the Chinese-language
independent auditors’ report and financial statements shall prevail.

-4-
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Please refer to China Airlines websites for the complete financial report.
https://www.china-airlines.com/tw/en/investor-relations/index

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
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$ 260,909,765

57,559,483
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1
-

(350,581)
(350,581)
2,543,766
(30,875)

$ 268,876,505

56,553,772

466,416
12,967
(1,777,225)
(1,297,842)
1,196,233
(43,372)

54,209,846
2,488,907
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Total equity

21
-

54,209,846
1,187,327

78

144,322,560

42,420,205
22,352,625
48,618,168
2,236,311
9,431,736
399,253
10,909,262
7,588,745
366,255

68,000,173

11,749
8,610,015
1,222,410
1,469,434
10,892,203
695,215
18,584,287
10,000,000
13,708,320
2,806,540
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EQUITY
Share capital
Capital surplus
Retained earnings (accumulated deficit)
Legal reserve
Special reserve
Unappropriated retained earnings (accumulated deficit)
Total retained earnings
Other equity
Treasury shares

203,350,282

Total liabilities

56

13
4
26
1
5
4
3
-

$

100

China Airlines
Awards

146,610,272

32,455,333
10,300,000
68,815,395
1,761,104
13,741,244
875,388
10,055,776
8,217,395
388,637

22

3
3
1
3
1
5
6
-

$ 268,876,505

85

5
49
24
1
2
4

Strengthening Safety Awareness
and Advancing Aviation Maintenance

Total non-current liabilities

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
Financial liabilities for hedging - non-current
Bonds payable
Loans and debts
Contract liabilities
Provisions
Deferred tax liabilities
Lease liabilities - non-current
Accrued pension costs
Other non-current liabilities

56,740,010

8,088,882
8,126,239
1,128,517
588,234
7,128,080
2
842,592
3,218,846
12,132,859
14,798,442
687,317

100

227,886,893

107,856
13,482,877
131,029,886
64,262,830
2,047,448
971,298
4,757,142
11,227,556

8
3
3
1
15

%

Environmental
Sustainability

Total current liabilities

$

$ 260,909,765

80

5
48
21
1
2
3

40,989,612

$ 20,626,014
434
1,460,450
9,588
7,694,431
232,386
560,819
52,776
8,246,515
2,106,199

2019
Amount

2020 Operational Overview and
2021 Operational Outlook

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Short-term bills payable
Financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss - current
Financial liabilities for hedging - current
Notes and accounts payable
Accounts payable - related parties
Other payables
Tax liabilities - current
Lease liabilities - current
Contract liabilities current
Bonds payable and put option of convertible bonds - current portion
Loans and debts - current portion
Other current liabilities

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY

TOTAL

209,050,980

8
2
3
4
3
20

%

Members of
the Board

Total non-current assets

147,161
12,321,157
126,414,462
54,555,761
2,047,448
867,453
4,981,859
7,715,679

51,858,785

$ 19,959,820
5,863,137
7,613,636
9,198,055
101,424
427,722
60,129
8,093,152
89,296
452,414

2020
Amount

A Message from
the Chairman

NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Financial assets at fair value through other comprehensive income - non-current
Investments accounted for using the equity method
Property, plant and equipment
Right-of-use assets
Investment properties
Other intangible assets
Deferred tax assets
Other non-current assets

Total current assets

CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss – current
Financial assets at amortized cost - current
Financial assets for hedging - current
Notes and accounts receivables, net
Accounts receivables - related parties
Other receivables
Current tax assets
Inventories, net
Non-current assets held for sale
Other current assets

ASSETS

BALANCE SHEETS
DECEMBER 31, 2020 AND 2019
(In Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)

CHINA AIRLINES, LTD.
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CHINA AIRLINES, LTD.

CHINA AIRLINES, LTD.

STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2020 AND 2019
(In Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars, Except Earnings (Loss) Per Share)

STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2020 AND 2019
(In Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars, Except Earnings (Loss) Per Share)

2020
Amount
REVENUE
COSTS
GROSS PROFIT

2019
Amount

%

2020
Amount

%

$ 106,327,123

100

$ 146,372,401

100

95,190,179

89

135,008,166

92

11,136,944

11

11,364,235

8

OPERATING EXPENSES

6,252,089

6

11,284,000

8

OPERATING PROFIT

4,884,855

5

80,235

-

NON-OPERATING INCOME AND EXPENSES
Other income
Other gains and losses
Finance costs
Share of the profit of associates and joint ventures
Total non-operating income and expenses
PROFIT (LOSS) BEFORE INCOME TAX
INCOME TAX EXPENSE
NET INCOME (LOSS)
OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME (LOSS)
Items that will not be reclassified subsequently to
profit or loss:
Loss on hedging instruments subject to basis
adjustments
Unrealized (loss) gain on investments in equity
instruments designated as at fair value through
other comprehensive income
Remeasurement of defined benefit plans
Share of the other comprehensive loss of
associates and joint ventures accounted for
using the equity method

440,761
(523,827)
(2,780,363)
(1,850,331)

(3)
(2)

524,233
(569,582)
(3,034,172)
1,811,960

(2)
1

(4,713,760)

(5)

(1,267,561)

(1)

171,095

-

(1,187,326)

(1)

31,095

-

140,000

-

12,472
(1,199,798)

(1)

(474,202)

-

(17,705)

-

39,305
(494,218)

(1)

24,490
(562,259)

-

(9,095)

-

Income tax relating to items that will not be
reclassified subsequently to profit or loss
Items that may be reclassified subsequently to profit
or loss:
Exchange differences on translation of the
financial statements of foreign operations
Share of the other comprehensive loss of
associates and joint ventures accounted for
using the equity method
Gain on hedging instruments not subject to basis
adjustment
Income tax relating to items that may be
reclassified subsequently to profit or loss

$

Other comprehensive income (loss) for the year,
net of income tax
TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE INCOME (LOSS) FOR
THE YEAR

$

EARNINGS (LOSS) PER SHARE (NEW TAIWAN
DOLLARS)
Basic
Diluted

163,172

-

(101,142)

$

%

101,259

-

-

(59,174)

-

4,205

-

(13,259)

-

2,098,393

2

1,425,306

1

(399,450)

-

(273,227)

-

826,968

1

552,713

1

966,968

1

(647,085)

-

$
$

0.03
0.03

$

$
$

(0.22)
(0.22)

(72,718)
(Continued)

Please refer to China Airlines websites for the complete financial report.
https://www.china-airlines.com/tw/en/investor-relations/index
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2019
Amount

%
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CHINA AIRLINES, LTD.
STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2020 AND 2019
(In Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)

Retained Earnings

BALANCE AT JANUARY 1, 2019

Share Capital

Capital Surplus

Legal Reserve

$ 54,209,846

$ 1,241,214

Basis adjustments to gain on hedging instruments

-

-

-

Appropriation of 2018 earnings
Legal reserve
Special reserve
Cash dividends - $0.20960737 per share

-

-

114,493
-

Changes in capital surplus from investments in associates and
joint ventures accounted for using the equity method

-

606

-

-

Actual disposal or acquisition of interests in subsidiaries

-

1,247,087

-

-

Net loss for the year ended December 31, 2019

-

-

-

-

(1,199,798)

Other comprehensive income (loss) for the year ended
December 31, 2019, net of income tax

-

-

-

-

(577,427)

Total comprehensive income (loss) for the year ended
December 31, 2019

-

-

-

-

(1,777,225)

Changes in capital surplus from investments in associates and
joint ventures accounted for using the equity method

$

351,923

Special Reserve
$

Unappropriated
Earnings
(Accumulated
Deficit)

118,810

$ 1,144,928

-

-

(105,843)
-

-

-

-

-

54,209,846

2,488,907

466,416

12,967

Issuance of employee share options by subsidiaries

-

172

-

-

Changes in percentage of ownership interests in subsidiaries

-

-

-

-

Basis adjustment to gain on hedging instruments

-

-

-

-

Appropriation of 2019 earnings
Legal reserve
Special reserve
Capital surplus used to cover accumulated deficit

-

Net profit for the year ended December 31, 2020

-

-

-

Other comprehensive income (loss) for the year ended
December 31, 2020, net of income tax

-

-

Total comprehensive income (loss) for the year ended
December 31, 2020

-

-

Disposal of treasury shares

-

BALANCE AT DECEMBER 31, 2019

BALANCE AT DECEMBER 31, 2020

$ 54,209,846

(1,297,843)

$ 1,187,327

$

$

(9,664)

$

42,619

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(114,493)
105,843
(1,136,278)

$

25,268

Treasury Shares
Held by
Subsidiaries
$

(43,372)

$ 57,081,572

-

(603)

-

-

(1,136,278)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,247,087

-

-

-

-

(1,199,798)

(53,411)

64,538

1,119,013

-

552,713

(53,411)

64,538

1,119,013

-

(647,085)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(169,272)

-

-

-

200,989

-

200,989

466,416
12,967
1,297,843

-

-

-

-

-

-

140,000

-

-

-

-

140,000

-

-

(319,576)

(79,545)

(35,903)

1,261,992

-

826,968

-

-

(179,576)

(79,545)

(35,903)

-

-

(1,734)

(1,777,225)
(169,272)

(12,967)
-

-

(54,707)

$

(350,581)

$

(134,252)

$

-

606

1,143,678

$

8,368

(603)

Total Equity

105

-

-

Gain (Loss) on
Hedging
Instruments

107,262

(466,416)
-

(3,909)

Exchange
Differences on
Translation of the
Financial
Statements of
Foreign Operations

Other Equity
Unrealized
Gain (Loss) on
Financial Assets at
Fair Value
Through Other
Comprehensive
Income

(43,372)

8,473
56,553,772
172

1,261,992

-

966,968

-

-

12,497

6,854

71,359

$ 2,606,659

$

(30,875)

$ 57,559,483

64

Please refer to China Airlines websites for the complete financial report.
https://www.china-airlines.com/tw/en/investor-relations/index
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STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2020 AND 2019
(In Thousands of New Taiwan Dollars)
2020

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Income (loss) before income tax
Adjustments for:
Depreciation expense
Amortization expense
Expected credit loss recognized on trade receivables
Net gain on fair value changes of financial assets and liabilities at
fair value through profit or loss
Interest income
Dividend income
Share of loss (profit) of associates and joint ventures
Gain on disposal of property, plant and equipment
Gain on disposal of investments accounted for using the equity
method
Loss on disposal of non-current assets held for sale
Loss on inventories and property, plant and equipment
Impairment loss recognized on property, plant and equipment
Net (gain) loss on foreign currency exchange
Impairment loss recognized on investments accounted for using the
equity method
Finance costs
Recognition of provisions
Loss on sale-leasebacks
Others
Changes in operating assets and liabilities
Financial assets mandatorily classified as at fair value through profit
or loss
Financial liabilities mandatorily classified as at fair value through
profit or loss
Notes and accounts receivable
Accounts receivable - related parties
Other receivables
Inventories
Other current assets
Notes and accounts payable
Accounts payable - related parties
Other payables
Contract liabilities
Provisions
Other current liabilities
Accrued pension liabilities
Cash generated from operations
Interest received
Dividends received

-9-

$

171,095
28,018,746
169,158
3,000

2019
$ (1,187,326)
29,398,635
165,981
24,000

(3,596)
(208,081)
(8,720)
1,850,331
(8,005)

(25,700)
(314,944)
(10,112)
(1,811,960)
(26,377)

471,518
424,573
(1,048,369)

(7,656)
10,462
571,960
41,292

46,757
2,780,363
5,580,416
1,876

3,034,172
3,616,519
103,775
5

4,030

25,266

(11,749)
(1,467,229)
130,962
107,524
(70,344)
1,701,803
(59,328)
(881,200)
(3,724,692)
(15,840,648)
(705,117)
(1,915,678)
134,432
15,643,828
228,141
842,919

11,528
1,507,192
65,925
101,047
(128,037)
351,186
53,077
(114,250)
(731,599)
1,851,452
(1,970,226)
(120,655)
93,703
34,578,335
307,503
940,039
(Continued)

Interest paid
Income tax paid
Net cash generated from operating activities
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Acquisition of financial assets at amortized cost
Disposal of financial assets at amortized cost
Payments to acquire financial assets for hedging
Proceeds from disposal of financial assets for hedging
Acquisition of investments accounted for using the equity method
Payments for disposal of property, plant and equipment
Proceeds from disposal of property, plant and equipment
Proceeds from disposal of non-current assets held for sale
Proceeds from disposal of investments accounted for using the equity
method
Increase in refundable deposits
Decrease in refundable deposits
Increase in prepayments for equipment
Increase in computer software costs
Net cash used in investing activities
CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Increase in short-term bill payable
Proceeds from issuance of bonds payable
Repayments of bonds payable
Proceeds from sale-leasebacks
Proceeds from long-term debts
Repayments of long-term debts
Repayments of the principal portion of lease liabilities
Proceeds from guarantee deposits received
Refunds of guarantee deposits received
Dividends paid to owners of the Company
Net cash generated from (used in) financing activities
EFFECTS OF EXCHANGE RATE CHANGES ON THE BALANCE
OF CASH HELD IN FOREIGN CURRENCIES
NET (DECREASE) INCREASE IN CASH AND CASH
EQUIVALENTS
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT THE BEGINNING OF THE
YEAR
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT THE END OF THE YEAR
Please refer to China Airlines websites for the complete financial report.
https://www.china-airlines.com/tw/en/investor-relations/index
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2020

2019

$ (2,966,777)
(23,308)

$ (3,038,729)
(41,260)

13,724,803

32,745,888

(5,896,451)
1,460,450
(10,269,055)
2,363,897
(1,837,845)
(859,654)
23,385
-

(1,467,317)
2,310,000
(35,525)
(2,397,742)
38,596
35,692

(18,214)
34,599
(9,966,342)
(95,217)

1,713,825
(387,244)
104,825
(13,699,043)
(157,571)

(25,060,447)

(13,941,504)

8,088,882
(10,000,000)
40,200,000
(18,912,651)
(8,909,975)
166,697
(146,566)
-

3,500,000
(4,445,900)
4,905,660
5,500,000
(15,336,255)
(9,666,313)
167,034
(133,938)
(1,136,278)

10,486,387

(16,645,990)

183,063

(220,402)

(666,194)

1,937,992

20,626,014

18,688,022

$ 19,959,820

$ 20,626,014
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